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Preamble

Over the century of the Club's existence vast changes have occurred in our daily lives and living. The
population of Melbourne has risen from less than a million to over three million and now there are
many migrants from central Europe and Asia forming our so called multicultural society. The spread of
suburbs has made greater Melbourne over 50 km in diameter. The motor car is now the major form of
transport and many families own more than one. The distraction of television interrupts all our lives
and we now have computerised books.
Accordingly our walks and outings have had to be modified. The greater independence of women has
led to our Wallaby Ladies joining more of our outings to the enjoyment of everyone and the improved
stability of the Club.
The essential nature of the Club remains unchanged. The members are still just men who like to walk
and talk together- to walk for the fun of it.
This essay attempts to bridge the years between the earlier printed histories and our centenary
celebrations. Quotes from the Hutchison, Vance, Coppel manuscript history are interspersed with
comments and more recent facts. It is followed by essays from former executives of the Club in which
some light is shed on what such officers did and do.
A VENERABLE TRIO
Opposite page 24 in Woodburn's history of the Club there is a 1954 photograph of a gathering of
Wallabies in the Botanical Gardens. Included are "the venerable trio Robertson, Harper and Osborne."
"While Henry founded the Club these were the men who developed and defined the Club and ensured
its survival." Robertson died in his 89th year a few months after the photograph in the Botanical
Gardens was taken. Harper died some two years later, but Osborne did not die until 1967- he was 94
and had been a member for 64 years.
"They were men of diverse temperaments and to appreciate to the full their respective qualities and
characteristics and above all their standards the viewer himself is required to be a blend of the quiet,
wise, unruffled Scot, the correct and precise English gentleman and the Ulsterman with a strong streak
of sentiment."
A biography of Allen Robertson is given as an insert to the second history.
"Within two years of
Robertson's death the Annual Report ( 1956-57 ) recorded the passing of Harper after fifty three years
of membership, forty two of them as Treasurer and member of the Committee and, until the Second
World War, a very active walker.
"Although differing types of men he and Robertson were as Wallabies complementary to each other in
the wisdom, discernment and diplomatic approach necessary in ensuring harmony in the club.
"An immaculate, precise man as befitted his profession of Engineer, Harper did not exactly
participate in the easy approach to life of Hart nor in the eccentricities of character of other members,
but it can be said that his was the Quiet Presence which would see to it that things were done fittingly
and in order and in so doing that his courtesy and tact commanded the respect of all members .
" W.H. Osborne, Professor Emeritus of Physiology in the University of Melbourne, was a man of great
erudition, a man of letters and a legendary figure in the Club. It can be said that to have walked with
him and to have listened to his informed discourse on an infinite number of topics is an experience older
Wallabies look back upon. This was so notwithstanding that with the very positive views of an
Ulsterman one was often in silent disagreement with him. It was to be expected of him that some
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Wallabies would not be persona grata and that privately he would not hesitate to indicate who they
were. But his affection . and deep feeling for the Club was constant and although by reason of advanced
years and his acceptance after retirement of membership of a panel of an A.B.c. 'Brains Trust' during
the Second World War he had ceased to walk, his interest in the Club continued undiminished to the
end of his long life.... One felt that in the companionship of the walks he freed himself from the
shackles of controversy and was completely happy in the company of his peers.
"These men held strong views on particular topics and it had been the delight of Hart to get these
men riding their hobby horses and setting them at one another. On one occasion he himself was the
victim when he was forced, as the result of a little manoeuvre, to spend the whole of an afternoon in the
company of an earnest member whose topic of discussion induced Hart to the depth of boredom."
OUR HISTORIANS
Strangely enough little is written of Hart in the manuscript histories. but a goodly sketch is given by
David Bradley in the Australian Dictionary of Biography (1891-1939) and it is from this that I have
made the following abstract.
Alfred Hart joined the Club in 1902 and was a member until his death in 1950. He was President in
1930 and was made an Honorary Life Member.
Born on a farm in Cedar County, Iowa, U.s.A., in 1870 while his English parents were visiting from
Birmingham, he came with his family to Melbourne in 1879. A scholarship took him to the Melbourne
Church of England Grammar School where he won prizes in Greek and Latin.
Hart was essentially a polymath. Having taken a BA and an MA he enrolled in Natural Philosophy
and became a Science master at Melbourne Grammar. At that same time he managed to teach English
and Business Communication at the Working Men's College. Gaining a BSc in 1904 he became a full time
teacher at the Working Men's College where he became head of the department of mathematics and
physics in 1908. He became an MSc in 1911 and for many years had a small private practice as a
chemical analyst!
As a member of the standing committee of Convocation representing the art graduates from 1924-50 he
organised the Melbourne University Association and through it published "a scathing attack on
government parsimony 'University reform and finance'(1936)". In 1940, by examination, Alfred Hart
gained a Litt.D. for his original studies on Shakespeare based on "a beloved pastime". A regular
speaker at the Melbourne Shakespeare Society, no less than 38 of his addresses still survive.
It is good that Hart's puckish sense of humour has been recorded in our archives and in the genial
history of the Club which he wrote. Otherwise he might have been remembered only as a formidable
scholar.

"As our second chronicler and relieving Treasurer and when required acting Secretary, a constant
walker for thirty years and a popular member at all Easter outings, one cannot close the section on
Wallaby immortals without referring to 'Fen' Woodburn. He was quick to appreciate every witticism
and with an ever-ready laugh and chuckle he radiated intense enjoyment of everything that was going
on.
"He was a man born to and for most of his life, of the land, following upon an Arts course as a resident
of Queen's College, Melbourne, where he was a keen cricketer, footballer and tennis player - a double
blue in cricket and tennis, and winner of a gold medal as a record breaking century maker in the cricket
field. Marrying a daughter of Calder Oliver, an earlier Wallaby of long membership, as did Minifie,
he was drawn by that association into the Wallaby world in 1930 when ill health forcing him to
relinquish a thriving pastoral property at Gunnedah, N.S. W., he settled in Melbourne later aquiring a
property at Arcadia attention to which, however, did not prevent his full participation in Club
activities.
"At Arcadia, as a memorial to his son lost in the Second World War, he planned and planted over four
winters a 12 mile avenue of trees along the Shepparton Road - 'The Calder Woodburn Memorial
Avenue', an appropriate tribute from a man with a keen interest in nature and a lover of trees."
Woodburn died in 1965 at the age of 82.
CLUB ATMOSPHERE, WALKS AND 'JIM'

"The Club atmosphere of previous years was unchanged - one of sanity and informality, good taste
and good manners continued. If personal antipathies existed they were not revealed. This atmosphere
did not just happen, nor, judging fom Hart's account of early quarrels among the founding members, was
it inherited from them. Observance of an undefined and unspoken code of good Club behaviour was
ensured by the acceptance only of members possessing the vague qualities as Hart expressed it ' of a good
Wallaby'. How these were detected only Hart seemed to know. Robertson and Harper were silent.
Perhaps the underlying factor was that the Club avoided all publicity offering only simplicity and no
scope for the self advertiser or self seeker."
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Alteration in membership of the Club through death is inevitable, but there has also been a change
in the mix and character of members. In the community "Science overtook and superseded the

Humanities. The world of the classics and of the teacher was no longer prominent."
"What was happening reflected itself in the Club. The newer generation was less talkative, less
flamboyant, but lacking nothing in insight and wisdom- perhaps less dogmatic. Science was replacing
the Humanities and in the Wallaby Club the emphasis had changed. Somehow the Club appeared to
be growing up, as men of action and the laboratories joined. Discussion was more serious and more
informative" .
"There was a greater serenity and appreciation of the surroundings and the outdoors and of the escape
from clutter. The older Wallaby with gardener and maid had less need to seek this. Rather he looked
for entertainment and banter as revealed in Hart's book."
Over the last three decades it has certainly been true that on a walk information is readily
forthcoming on geology, botany, forestry, chemistry, physics, bird identification and architecture from
one or other member and questions are frequently asked. However, at the dinners the cajolery and banter
of yesteryears is still very much to the fore to the great delight of everyone.
"The walks have had to undergo very striking changes. The fringe of urban development extended

and the countryside receded. Such walks as those from Mitcham or Ringwood North to Warrandyte
and south to Glen Waverley; from Diamond Creek or Eltham to Warrandyte ; from Noble Park to
Highett undertaken between railway stations and with no difficulty in finding remote spots for lunch
and with the likelihood of meeting very few cars became with the urbanisation of those regions
something to be avoided. The Wallabies joining the train at the City end ceased to have the pleasure
of looking out at recognized stations along the route to pick up suburban Wallabies who had either
walked or trammed to that station."
The return journeys on the train also permitted a sharing of companionship. It is recorded of Allen
Robertson,- "When circumstances precluded him from a day's walk and it happened to be one ending

with a train journey back to the city one would often find Robbie late in the afternoon waiting to greet
the party and travel home with it, having travelled out alone to the trysting place."
However " the car succeeded the train and the walks were much farther out. To some the longer days
and the racket of a long motor drive in traffic at each end of the walk proved too much and must have
had some effect on the Club."
In the last few decades there have been occasional train trips as part of a walk. In my memory there
was one to Sandringham or Black Rock when Les Reynold's was Walks Secretary. Les was a
Commissioner of the Victorian Railways and on the return journey the Wallabies behaved with
unusual bad manners. Going through the gate to present tickets the Wallabies all went through before
the Walks Secretary and then lined up to give Les a regal salute following his presentation of his Gold
Card to the impressed Ticket Collector.
In the era when walks involved train travel and then a connecting bus or two, the timing of the walks
to catch the relevant connections was crucial and in this Jim Minifie as Walks Secretary was masterly.

"Minifie is first recalled in 1932 as young for a Wallaby, active, vigorous and unremittingly
thorough. First World War injuries had shaken him and a flying accident had left a legacy of
impaired hearing sufficient to invest him with an air of quiet abstraction. He said little, but when not
walking alone at the head of the column concentrating upon his landmarks or in the rear whipping in
the gossiping laggards, nevertheless smilingly enjoyed the sallies and ripostes of the prevailing
conversation.
"A strong walker and a lover of the countryside, he succeeded Hornabrook as Walks Secretary in 1943
and retained that position to the last. He did more than just organize outings and the completion and
despatch of the leaflets of the walks arrangements with the aid of Harry Stillwell the club's printer
for forty years. In between outings he often essayed the walks alone, spying out the terrain, noting
changes in the landmarks since past outings and sizing up new areas. This was essential during the
rural years, 1930 - 1950, when a countryside which is now a pattern of urban streets and footpaths
interspersed by motor highways was rural, often virgin, territory intersected by fences beset by the
perils of old barbed wire and with full and muddy streams and the objection at times of a landowner
resenting trespassers. As the years went by and car travel restricted free movement, country trains and
bus timetables had to be studied to permit cross country walking. Minifie never failed to produce the
answer and some novelty. One can recall no occasion when walkers found a bus service withdrawn or a
particular train cancelled, nor when at the lunch time hour they were not within reach of water for the
billy boiling rite.
"Needless to say he never lost the pack.
"Only those of us who on his absence in 1947 essayed to act as his substitute can appreciate just what
that remark means. Landmarks noted on prior walks in a particular district disappeared or became
overgrown in the course of a couple of years.
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" This task of Walks -Secretary was constant and unremitting, but Minifie's devotion to the Club had
the effect of arousing in others the spirit of support. Come rain, hail and wind on the day of the walk
one knew the walk would go on. Peering out into the early mists of a winter's morning conditions at
times were most uninviting, but the thought of Minifie afoot and about to set out for the meeting place
caused bolder and younger members to join him in forming a solid core of some four or five whom nothing
would stop. This little band kept the walks going during the five years of the Second World War when
participating in some war effort forced others to forego the pleasure of the Sunday walks
"In the post war years Minifie initiated as a regular feature the Easter excursions to some far spot of
parties of members, which remain in the memory as unforgettable in their novelty. Ones memory flits
from 'Tammit' with its native fauna and bird life (1954) to the light house at Wilson's Promontory, the
timbered heights of Licola, the heights of Mount Buller and the ranges of Southern Gippsland.
"Of Minifie - to one and all, even in the days of surnames only, the one and only 'Jim' it is truly set
down in the Wallaby annals."
Jim Minifie died in 1968 having completed forty-one years of membership. He had been made an
Honorary Life Member.
'TAMMIT'
Of the many Easter outings during this period, the 1954 visit to "Tammit" must surely take pride of
place.
This Easter outing was the first for fourteen years. Through Dr George Simpson the invitation came
from Oswald and Helen Grayson who owned a 32,000 acres sheep grazing property "Tammit" which
wended its way for 48 miles along the banks of the River Murray. "Tammit" was near Euston, NSW,
and some 320 miles from Melbourne. The Wallabies were housed in the sheep shearers' quarters and
did much of their own provisioning. The shearing shed at "Tammit" was of the long, drop-log
construction depicted in Tom Roberts's well known painting "Shearing the Rams".
G. Rawson left a rough typed report of that trip some of which will be quoted now - the
typographical errors have been eliminated!

"The Party
Jim Minifie
Eric Vance
Trikojus
E. Woodburn
T. Pressley
G. Simpson
H. Moore
T. Buesst
Ian Basset
Lionel Horwill
G.Rawson

Organiser
Treasurer
Chief Angler
Botanist
Worker
Medical Officers

****
General Helper
Asst. Angler
Hangers on, sutlers

****

"This was the big event of Easter 1954 carefully prepared and skillfully organised by Jim Minifie .the
greatest transport and commisariat officer since Moses . . . .
"There were four cars; there was a trailer carrying everything from biscuits to the billy; ... There too
was the Open Road, the Long Trail, the Old Trail, the trail that is always new, the road to the Murray
and the Mallee. We flashed along it at 50mph . .. "
On Good Friday "A short run brought us to Euston and here we met our kind host, Mr Grayson, laden
with bread and hot cross buns. He proved to be a gigantic figure of muscle, brawn and brain, a dynamo of
energy to whom everything was possible, even the casual acceptance of twelve hungry guests for whom
he at once decreed a whole sheep to take the edge off our appetite."
Shortly after arriving at the house and the sheep shearers' quarters ... " our gracious hostess
appeared gazing with a mild surmise at the twelve formidable guests and concealing her concern with
the utmost sang-froid and charm." Helen, now older and no longer a great walker, still has much
charm.
It was on the Saturday that Trikojus aided by Basset" caught a monster, a Leviathan, a forty pound
Murray cod" - the evidence is clearly shown in the photograph on page 75 of this book ... " it
provided three meals; it provided a feast; everybody had a huge steak, while the beaming Trikojus
looked proudly on."
On Easter Sunday the party dined in the homestead " bringing with them a consignment of Murray
cod soup and a plum cake ... it was a pleasant evening largely due to young Peter Gration and the
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Helen and Os Grayson with friends at 'Tammit".

The Old House at "Tammit".

By John Turner
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Grayson's young son Conrad who assumed all the functions of Butler and Waiter while the guests lolled
at their ease."
The Grayson's loved the flora and fauna and had pet, house-trained kangaroos and an emu,"Watson"
who helped to round up the sheep. An emu, "Holmes", had been shot by a wanton shooter!
The party started to break up on the Monday, but for some the return home was not until the Fridaya trip of eight days.
In 1958 eleven Wallabies again enjoyed the generous hospitality of the Graysons at "Tammit";
another visitation is recorded in the 1966 <;ard.
Os Grayson became a Wallaby in 1958, was President in 1977 and was appointed a Life Member in
1992. During his Presidency the Ladies' Day outing started with a service in St Paul's- Os had been a
choir boy there and this writer read a lesson from one of the pulpits looking down on the congregation.
Os is without doubt one of the most well loved of the Wallabies. Interested in everything and
everybody he can on occasions be a little disconcerting by voicing honest approbations or dissent during a
speech, but no one could possibly take offence. He now lives at Kyneton on a smaller property which
was once an Arab Stud. Helen on more than one occasion graciously rode her winning stallion at the
Melbourne Show.
Despite the distance of Kyneton from Melbourne, Os rarely misses a walk. Not surpringly when made
a Life Member a variation on a Bunyan hymn was used.
"Who would a true Wallaby see, let him come hither
Os here will constant be, come wind come weather."
DINNERS AND SPEAKERS
At most annual Dinners the speaker of the evening has generally been chosen by the President and
often has been a member of the same profession. Over the years, many distinguished men have spoken
to the Club. This admirable practice had one disadvantage- members heard the President read the
chronicle of the Anzac Stick, but learnt little of the President himself.
In 1978 the President chose to "break with tradition" by not having a Guest Speaker and speaking
himself. Since then several Presidents have chosen to speak.
In 1979 Tom Pressley became President and chose to speak. Tom had been the "worker" of the 1954
"Tammit" trip joining the club in 195i. Tom was a Research Scientist in CSIRO Protein Chemistry. Tom
was a quiet achiever and his speech recounting his experiences was memorable. He had taken a special
interest in the tanning of hides. In his early years in England he conducted a double blind trial which
proved that the "expert" bosses could not tell the difference between the hides unless they were
labelled. He was sacked for this.
As part of his work on the tanning of sheep skins, Tom perfected a process which enabled the skins to
retain their flexibility despite frequent washing. This brought sheep skins into the hospitals where
they are still a boon to those confined to bed. This work had been done with Professor Maurice Ewing,
the Foundation Professor of Surgery. For a time Tom had a special car parking permit at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital.
Now vellum is made from lamb or calf skins. Not surprisingly Tom was excited when a certificate on
vellum was offered to members of his chemical association who had been members for 25 years. Tom
immediately applied. Much to his disgust what he got was a certificate on vellum paper. Tom set to
and made some proper vellum on which he wrote a riposte and sent it off to London. From London he got
an apologetic letter which also gave the impression that Tom might well be working in a candle lit
garret and writing with a quill!
Sadly Tom died quite suddenly in 1983. Many Wallabies paid their respects at his funeral.
WALLABIES

"One could mention any calling and the Members' Roll would reveal that the Club has had its
representatives. It has had leaders in the three Armed Services, Ministers of the Crown, Civil
Servants, Ministers of Religion, University professors and educationalists, research scholars, judges,
physicians, surgeons, scientists, engineers, journalists. bankers and business men.
"'But linked with these and exceeded by no one in the regard and affection of their fellow Wallabies
are the memories of men not noted in the public eye, but, in the Club, notable in providing quietly and
unobtrusively the driving force of the Club and in bringing together this variety of men. Without their
efforts and wise guidance the Club could well have foundered.
"50 disregarding distinctions it is right in this history that all these types of men should be grouped in
one class and each individual recalled only as a Wallaby - a man wearing an old suit and a hat- men
out for the day on a country walk, plodding, complete with a small pack, along a country road, meekly
following a leader, resting at lunch time beside some stream or puol while the billy boiled, fame and
responsibility shed for a few hours, a creedless, non-political, non-racial, creature walking 'just for the
fun of it."
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THE LAST FEW DECADES
The Club has steadily evolved with the gradual acceptance of changes in walks to accommodate
alterations in social mores and conditions of living.
Dress:
The styles of dress have changed greatly and not just for reasons of fashion.
In early photographs the men, on walks, wear collars and ties. Suits with waistcoats are almost
universal and frock coats are not uncommon. Hats are generally worn and vary in type from the broad
brimmed soft hat to the bowler and straw boater. Knickerbockers and long boots give a more dashing
style as well as a touch of practicality. Many smoke pipes.
The ladies wear long dresses and large, often befeathered, hats. Their raincoats are, of necessity,
long. Few would have smoked.
Over the years, men's caps, sports jackets and flannels became more common, but collars and ties
prevailed certainly into the seventies. Hats were frequently discarded and breezes allowed to ruffle
the hair or cool the balding pates. The sun was universally enjoyed.
The ladies fashions similarly changed with shorter dresses and skirts and cardigans being favoured.
Short sleeves were common.
In recent years members have increasingly returned to wearing hats, but these are worn as parasols
against the solar dangers of multiple skin cancers. An enormous range of rather shapeless, but useful
head coverings have been marketed and there has been a return to the wide brimmed' Digger's' hats of
earlier days. (See 'Wallaby Hat Styles -1987' on page 124.)
The ladies have taken full advantage of the needs for head coverings and have rejoiced in the grace
of broad brimmed hats, but now in straw or light cloth and of many colours. Slacks and cotton jeans are
the comon choice of both sexes.
A range of synthetic fibres has produced efficient waterproof clothing, generally zippered and with
hoods that disappear into the collars. Specialised shoes or~ginally designed for sports are now
favoured for walking although they are not always waterproof. The canny hang on to their former
ways, but umbrellas are now rarely seen.
At the Ladies Dinner, however, the men wear dinner jackets and black ties, because the"Ladies like
to dress up"!

Walks:
Walks have been constrained by the suburban sprawl, but even in most recent years goodly tramps
have been found along the meandering banks of the Yarra. On these it has been good to see that our
birds and animals have made similar compromises and survived.
The billy rarely appears and although fires are still made to cook chops, increasing use is made of
the available gas and electric barbecues. This latter change has seen the disappearance of the
sometimes elaborate metal gear used to ensure that the precious chops did not entirely disappear in the
depths of the embers. These behandled racks could well puzzle anthropologists or even amateur
historians.
On country walks, the large number of vehicles on former lonely roads makes straying from a footpath
dangerous. Indeed very recently the possibility of a member being thus injured on a Club walk has made
the Committee discuss Incorporation to limit litigation which might arise. The decision to Incorporate
the Club has not yet been taken, but Insurance has been obtained.
.
Weekend and Easter outings may now go far afield and use Members' own four wheel drive vehicles,
camper vans or caravans. Accommodation is now sought at Motels with adjacent caravan parks.
OUR LADIES AND OPEN DAYS
Undoubtedly the most important change in the Club was made in 1977 when the Ladies were invited to
more walks. The club was revitalised.
In the Annual report for the year ending 30th April 1993 there were three dinners- The Christmas,
The Annual and the Ladies' Dinner. Of the seventeen outings, seven were Open to ladies, family or
friends. These included the Ladies' Day outing and the President's Walk.
At the Open Days attendances have been excellent and on the 14th February,1993, Ladies' Day "A
contingent of 77 (members, their ladies and guests) assembled in the quad of Queen's College, University
of Melbourne. The walk was planned to allow the company to appreciate the gardens situated around
College Crescent, Royal Parade and Swanston Street. Gordon Rushman's comments on the architecture
of the college buildings were greatly appreciated. The colleges visited were St Hilda's, Ormond,
Trinity, St Mary's and Newman, and, after arriving back at Queen's we had afternoon tea in Erskin
Hall."
Afternoon tea for Wallabies has always been generously catered for with sandwiches, sausage rolls,
scones with cream and cakes with cream. As a pathologist, I have often marvelled at the elderly
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Wallabies' gourmand tendencies and am now quite convinced that there is a significant correlation
between the intake of good cream and a good longevity.
On the 12th October 1992 " Ladies' Dinner was held at University House and attended by 65 people
including 28 members, 35 ladies (including 3 widows of former Wallabies) and two other guests. Patsy
Littlejohn was the speaker and the title of her address was 'From Puberty to Parenthood' - a
longitudinal study of teen age girls who have kept their babies." Patsy is the wife of Wallaby Murray
Littlejohn who is a zoologist with a research interest in the mating call of frogs!
The Club has indeed changed and is all the more ready to move into its second century- greatly
assisted by the Ladies. The Club has always been indebted to the ladies of members, but this has never
been so openly acknowledged as in recent years.
CENTENARY DINNER
The dinner is to be held in the Melbourne Club the site of which is close to where our founder Dr Louis
Henry had his consulting rooms. For the first time, our Ladies will be able to witness the handing on of
the Anzac Stick.
It is singulary fitting that Chris Simpson, son of Honorary Life Member and Club Poet Laureate, Roy
Simpson, will hand the Anzac Stick to Jim Minifie, son of former Honorary Life Member and Walks
Secretary, Jim Minifie ( our "Jim").
The Club will walk sturdily into its second century.

The reader is now encouraged to perambulate with the executives of the Club, the President, the
Secretary, the Walks Secretary and the Treasurer.

WERRIBEE GORGE, SUNDAY 10 APRIL, 1960.
Edgar Johnston, Jim Minifie, W.P.Chinerry, Edmund Gill,
Behind: Stuart Hutchison.
In front: Jim Minifie, Jun.
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The President
The ANZAC Stick records in gold
Our heroes of the days of old.
In other words, it names each gent
Who for a year was President. ..
So hear the roll of the Wallaby Presidents,
Most of them, sadly, no longer in residence,
Wherever they are we wish them all wellWe hope it's the place from which Lucifer fell ...
The Wallaby Club is rich in its folk-lore and sometimes earthy traditions. It is a friendly group,
relaxed in its modus operandi and almost totally devoid of the ceremonial. Only two rituals are
rigidly observed. One is the Swinging of the Billy after tea has been brewed over the camp fire. The
other is the Presentation of the ANZAC Stick. This strange ikon is virtually the Club's only possession
(apart from the Billy). Revered in our history, it is a cherished totem, our Presidential mace. At the
commencement of the dinner which follows each Annual General Meeting, the outgoing President calls
on the members to rise. He rais~s the Stick from the stand before him, holds it aloft and solemnly
reads:
"It is now my turn to hand on the ANZAC STICK which grew on Gallipoli. In my doing so I
give this brief outline of its history:

"In 1915 General Legge, who was a Wallaby, was sent from Australia to take the place of
General Bridges, who had died from wounds on Gallipoli. On arriving at Gallipoli he found
a twisted shrub growing on General Bridge's dug-out. This shrub he removed with its roots
and gave it to Dr Springthorpe, another Wallaby, who brought it to Melbourne and delivered
it to Dr Robertson, our Secretary. At this stage, Dr Robertson described it as a mass of
interlacing roots resembling a badly coiled piece of rope. This shrub was later identified by
the CSIRO as being Rhamnus oleoides, the Buckthorn.
"From this uncompromising material another Wallaby, Professor Ewart of the Botany
School, with great skill and patience, fashioned the handsome stick which we now so
greatly treasure. " In 1946 Professor Woodruff presented a pair of rests for the Stick made
from Coastal Tea Tree, Leptospermum laevigatum (Gaertn.). F. Muell. Professor Osborne,
President in 1915/16, was the first President to receive it and pass it on to his successor...
Each year a gold band is added bearing the name of the retiring President."
The President then reads the names inscribed from 1901 to the present- a recital of extraordinary
impact, evoking a history which far transcends the modest significance of our small clJ.lb. For the roll
call of former presidents includes name after name of Australians of the highest distinctionstatesmen, soldiers, scientists, lawyers, doctors, politicians: builders of our nation. Oh, we are not all of
such heroic stature, but there are more than enough stars to fill us witH pride at being included amongst
such company.
What is this ancient group of gents
Nearly all Past-Presidents ...
The statistical chance of any member becoming president is better than one in five*. Unlike presidents
* By 1991 the Stick had recorded 91 past presidents out of 423 members past and present, i.e. 1: 4. 64835
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in some other places, ours are surely chosen by divine authority. There is no canvassing, no political
power play. Their names simply emerge out of the arcane proceedings of the Committee, the eleven
members of which are themselves usually appointed by invitation- and a certain amount of
prodding- to fill casual vacancies. Such appointments are confirmed at the next AGM, and to my
knowledge there has never been a contested election.
As the decades rolled on, by the mid-seventies the gold bands were nearing the end of the Stick. Get a
new one? Unthinkable! The Committee, threatened but ever resourceful in the face of calamity, was
able to defer the problem for another eighty years, by the simple expedient of giving the stick a half
turn and starting a new column of inscriptions on the backs of the old bands. This break-through was
hailed with joy in the 1981 Annual Dinner card:

a gnarled and ancient buckthorn bough,
Our message stick from then to now,
Trustee of famous names you hold
Clasped to your haft, enshrined in goldSupport us long we humbly beg...
Are you not our wooden Legge?
As you now pass to younger hands
With no space left for new gold bands,
This new distinction will be theirs
To join the past in golden pairs,
Young Aitchison will thus be evens
With 1914, Edward Stevens!
You see, our Stick has always been
A kind of home-made time machine.
So close your eyes and guess who will
Combine with Burnet, Latham, Gill
Dixon, Garran pere et fils,
Monash, man of war and peace,
Wad ham, Woodruff, Minifie,
Scott, Clunies Ross- a galaxy!
Eighty stars from then to now:
A bare half load on the buckthorn bough.

There is no minimum age limit for the presidency, but the average appears to be over 50, with a high
proportion of fresh retirees of around 65. The longest serving Wallaby ever, Professor W. A. Osborne,
was a precocious (about) 40 when elected President in 1915, after 11 years of membership, which
extended on to a record total of 64 years. Captain Edgar Johnston, a septuagenarian when he received
the Stick in 1970, would be amongst the oldest presidents of recent times. On the other hand, Sir John
Monash (1920) was only 55, Sir Owen Dixon (1936) was 50 and Sir Macfarlane Burnet (1945) a mere 46.
Dr. Allen Robertson (1921), famous for his incredible 45-year term as Hon. Sec., was also a youtJ1ful
president at age 45.
If I am guilty of name-dropping out of a past well recorded by Alfred Hart in Volume 1 of this
history, and J.L.F ('Fen') Woodburn in Volume 2, I make no apology for reminding present-day
Wallabies of our more illustrious predecessors. Those volumes cover the years from 1896 to 1953, and
deserve reading in full to savour the qualities and personalities of the presidents who guided the
forming of our traditions.
Woodburn's chronological account commences at 1923 and continues to 1953, in which year he was
himself President. At Melbourne University he won a double-blue and became a life-long friend of two
other future presidents- Leonard Mitchell and H. Stuart Hutchison. His wife was a daughter of
Calder Oliver, a Wallaby from 1901 to 1931.
An unpublished draft exists for a further volume extending our history to 1965. The task of producing
it was first entrusted to H. Stuart Hutchison (father of Douglas, president in 1991) who, after doing
much of the spade work, was forced by ill health to discontinue. It was subsequently taken up by Dr. E.
G. Coppel (President 1965/66), whose preliminary draft has had only restricted circulation. I propose
to quote liberally from the preSidential references in this draft:
'The passage of another 13 years seems to be the only excuse for yet another volume ... In June 1953 Dr
Leonard Mitchell succeeded J.L.F. Woodburn as president. He was a comparative newcomer to the Club,
having joined in 1945 ... On his inauguration at the Annual Dinper in June 1953, (his) prowess as an
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oculist was referred to on the Card in the following terms:
"Oh the landscapes of Spain, California
Or French beauties 'gainst whom parents warn ya,
You may praise to the sky; but the best to my eye
Is the view that is just round the cornea!"
'But if the new President was comparatively young, the passage of time was not unnoticed during his
time of office. For this was the 60th year of the Club's existence and it closed with what was described
as the Diamond Jubilee Dinner- a title reminiscent of the Victorian age in which the club had been
founded. Furthermore it was in this year that Professor Osborne achieved his Golden Jubilee as a
Wallaby, having been elected in 1904...
'At the Diamond Jubilee Dinner, Sir Ian Clunies Ross was installed as President for the forthcoming
year. He was a member of the Club from 1949 until his untimely death in 1959. As Chairman of CSIRO
and in other ways, he was a great figure in the scientific life of his country and a most stimulating
companion on a Wallaby walk.
'In November 1954 Dr. Allen Robertson (President 1921-22) died at the age of 88. He joined the club in
1905 and was its Hon. Sec. from 1909 until 1953 (pro tem 1946 - 1953). A sketch of his life was written by
Professor Osborne who knew him well ... He was commemorated on the Card in the following lines:
'What shall we say of Robbie, who so long
In gentle grip of iron held our Club?
His voice was mild, but his word was law;
His smile infectious though t'was part concealed;
'His touch upon the arm of friend was warm;
His step of late especially, dispelled
All sense of hurry in a jangling world;
His feigned disdain of poetasters gave
Great pleasure to them when his name they used
Upon these pages, What a man he was!
And shall remain while there remains but one
Who walked with him and holds his memory dear'.

'During this year W. A. Brennan (President in 1932-33) was elected an Hon. Life Member. He had
been chief leader writer on the Argus and some will still remember the column he contributed as " Ariel"
on Saturday mornings. He edited the Card until 1946 and it is believed some of the wittiest verses came
from his pen. Unfortunately his life membership was a short one; he died within two years ... '
'The President for 1955-56 was Dr. George Simpson... a medico whose speciality was obstetrics; but
he will be chiefly remembered for his pioneering work with the Flying Doctor Service in the outback.
Although one tends to think of the Rev. John Flynn as the founder of this service, much of its practical
efficiency was due to George Simpson. He was actively and continuously associated with this work
until he died in 1960 at the age of 60. .. A memorial organ was installed at Alice Springs (a substantial
contribution towards which was made by the Club) to express members' appreciation and affection ...
An interesting innovation during George Simpson's presidency was the holding of the Christmas Dinner
at the Zoological Gardens. This was made possible through the kind offices of Professor Woodruff
(President 1946-47).
'One cannot help noticing that those who were stalwarts in the Club between the two world wars
mostly became members in their thirties. It is perhaps unfortunate that this practice was not continued;
for in a walking club it is not wise to allow the average age of members to exceed 70, unless provision is
made for chauffeurs as well ... From its earliest days the Club has had a set of by-laws. In 1909, Sir
Robert Garran, who was then President, made a complete revision ... He had earlier had a (major)
share in tlle drafting of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia. In both cases amendments
have been few and far between... '. But there is still no rule that protects the Club from an excess of
geriatric members.
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THE CARDS
Professor John Turner's presidential year (1962) came in a period of comparative stability for the
Wallabies. For one or two decades events were following a well-established pattern. Membership was
high. The walks were well organised, varied and just sufficiently challenging. The Cards were
entertaining. Even the Annual Reports, properly printed and consistent in format from year to year,
reinforced a sense that all was well and no change needed. A 1959 snippet gives some idea:
'Ladies' Day this year was at Upper Beaconsfield in Dr.* and Mrs Day's cottage. The Club is
very grateful to our host and hostess for a most enjoyable afternoon, at which 32 were present.
'Under By-law 8, Sir Lionel Horwill and Mr. Pressley* retire from the Committee; Dr. Focken
and Professor Tumer* have been nominated to fill the vacancies.
'We thank Dr.* and Mrs Chenoweth, Commander and Mrs. Rawson, and Mr* and Mrs
Brownbill for hospitality during the year. As usual, Mr Minifie*, the Walks Secretary, has
been responsible for the success of the Club's activities. We thank Mr. Read* for his long and
able editorship of the Annual Card ... At the beginning of the year the Order of Merit was
conferred on Sir Macfarlane Burnet* . .. Sir Samuel Wadham* and Sir Ian Clunies Ross* on
other distinctions. . .
'We welcome seven new members; Dr C. H. Fitts*, Mr E.D. Gill*, Mr O. Grayson*, Mr B.W.
Hone, Mr L. A. Reynolds*, Mr R. McC. Simpson* and Dr. R. Southby* ... '
The names marked * were all future Presidents. Space does not allow me to digress on all of them. The
more luminous are referred to elsewhere-- but at this point I must concentrate on John Turner who was,
for most of his contemporaries, the most luminous and thoroughbred Wallaby of his generation. The
following extract from the Card following his death in May 1990 may explain:
'John Stewart Turner, O. B. E., Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science, Professor Emeritus
of Botany, pioneer conservationist, artist, poet and Wallaby extra-ordinaire, was 82 years of
age and 50 years a Wallaby. He was elected President in 1962 and Life Member in 1982- an
event proclaimed in an una.uthorised supplement to the Annual Dinner Card of that year by the
headline-- "EDITOR GETS LIFE!"
'He had long been principal editor, artist and versifier of this small but exclusive publication
which, year by year, sheds playful light on our history and the traditions that somehow bind
us. His scratchboard cover plates alone make the Cards collectors' items. Brilliantly drawn
glimpses of countryside, they combine the scientist's accuracy of observation with the
perception of an artist. The same open-air theme pervades so much of his verse, gently
reminding us that we are, and always have been, a WALKING club.
'In grateful remembrance, this edition is for and by John. It is given over to a selection of his
works in progress- cover sketch, verses, letters, parodies and quotations-- some unfinished, all
hitherto unpublished, and all from his own inimitable hand.'
The Card was only one aspect of John Turner's involvement with the Wallaby Club. To quote from Dr.
Bob Vines' moving eulogy, 'Can you imagine the young Professor (for he was barely 30) coming to
Australia and being confronted almost immediately by the 1939 fires ... ? He was in a new country, with
its strange vegetation to learn about. And he was bringing to the Botany School all his expertise in
plant physiology.'

WINDS OF CHANGE
When I joined the Club the membership numbers were averaging about 62, with a peak of 69 in 1964
when Dr. Bob Southby was President. This was a comfortable number, in spite of being a few short of our
constitutional maximum of 75. It was the beginning, however, of a steady decline which continued for
over fifteen years. By 1979 we had only 36 members, and of course this was reflected in the turn-outs for
walks. A muster of only seven or eight became commonplace. One famous outing was attended
exclUSively by past and present presidents- all three of them. Os Grayson, Edgar Johnston and Geoff
Stevens, disgruntled as three kings with lost kingdoms, decided there and then that drastic action was
imperative. This led to formal inquiry in committee which, I recall, involved an unacustomed degree of
hullabaloo. Read between the lines of this bland entry in the Annual Report for 1977-78, the year of Os
Grayson's presidency:
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'Your Committee has given considerable thought to the question of admitting ladies to
membership of the club. At a Committee meeting held in August 1977 it was resolved that
ladies should not be admitted to membership.'
The agonising debate underlining these few lines can be well imagined. It certainly jolted members into
the realisation that by one means or another we must populate or perish. Grayson and his succeeding
presidents, Professor Harold Attwood and Dr. Tom Pressley, were all dedicated to planning for
regrowth. Amongst their supporters in the Committee, one fairly new member, Geoffrey Stevens, was
quietly listening to the old hands, and waiting. He made his mark early, serving as Hon. Treasurer in
1977, Walks Secretary during 1978-80, and later as Hon. Sec. for four years. In 1982, at the age of 62, he
was elected President.
Geoff was one of the most active and innovative presidents of recent times. Retired from his own
practice as a chartered accountant in 1985, he is prominently involved in a wide range of community
service organisations including Rotary International, the Baptist Church, Community Chest, the Royal
Society of Victoria and the Order of Australia Association, of which he is State President (1992).
My memory is hazy on some details, but I am fairly convinced that Geoff was the prime mover in the
quiet revolution that has profoundly altered Wallaby customs and practice. Before Geoff we were an
easy-going group of men who enjoyed the gentle rigours of walking and talking together in fresh air and
open spaces. For the most part we were encouraged in this by our wives, but in the more recent years of
active feminism it was not unreasonable that the ladies should feel entitled to more of the action than
the annual stroll and afternoon tea on Ladies' Day. For the rest of the year, before Geoff joined the
Committee, the walks and dinners were predominantly for members and male guests only.
But by his presidential year (1982), ladies were being invited to join in no less than ten fixtures out of
twenty. Seven of these were "Open Days", at which not only wives but children, grandchildren and
lady friends of all ages were made welcome. And they came in droves. It was a watershed.
Some of the old guard may have muttered a bit, but there was only one resignation. The mixed outings
quickly assumed an essential place in our lives. Attendances increased dramatically and many new
members were attracted. There was even talk of female membership, which prompted some anxious
editorial research into the by-laws:
Rules Five to Eight are simply meant
To rule out any argument,
But one thing which they quite ignore
Knocks persistent at the door,
Rekindling fire from dying emberWho and what comprises "Member"?

There's a thought the mind to flexDoes a Member have a sex?
Rule Nine keeps the Club alive
At zero growth, with seventy-five-"M" or "F" it doesn't say
And so we work it out this way:
"No person who has been proposed
May join the club until he goes
Out walking with us as a guest".
Thus, Rule Eleven could suggest
That "he" includes the gender "she",
But please do not infer that we
Interpret rules in ways that worsen
Woman's right to be a person!

Higher reaches of my mind
Acknowledge BOTH make up mankind,
And yet . .. I really like it best
To take my girl out as a guest. (1982)
This is not the place to explore the socio-psychological depths of this extraordinary mutation from
jovial, pipe-smoking masculinity to emancipation. It was a fact of life, as natural and delightful as
the Garden of Eden. The Wallabies had finally abandoned the don-ish bush-whacker myth and
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embraced the softer ethos of a picnicking social club:
Wallabette, Wallabette,
Where have you been?
I walked with the fellas
All over the scene
Wallabette, Wallabette,
What did you there?
I put bricks in the billy
And got in their hair.
Come now, my darling,
You're telling a fib:
We need no reminding
Of women's lib.
Another sign of change concerns the demon alcohol. Alfred Hart's volume 1 of the history records a
number of Arcadian verses in praise of Bacchus, but these may have been more theoretical than dinkum
debauchery. For as long as I remember, lunchtime drinks came, hot and bitter, out of the sacred Billy.
One day in 1980 the Wallabies had paused for lunch beside a country road on Glenmore Bluff,
overlooking a lyrical stretch of Parwan Valley, Geoffrey, from the deep recesses of his Bentley,
produced a bottle of red wine and offered to share it around. I don't think there were any wowsers in
the party, but this abrupt break with tradition was greeted with astonishment.
Out of the stunned silence someone was heard to mutter, "Good God ... How civilised!" - a reaction
which seemed to find favour, since it was followed by prolonged applause. In that instant an old habit
died; and today the club seems incapable, on any walk, of lunching without the precautionary glass or
two to aid the appetite, relax the muscles and stiffen resolve for the afternoon walk. Tea follows later.
Geoff Stevens happened to be the President in whose term the earth really started moving. At the
AGM following his final (?) retirement from the committee in 1989, he was given a unique ovation in
which the members spontaneously sang his praises from a parody in the Card, to the tune of an
obviously well-known hymn, The Old Hundredth:
All Wallabies on earth that dwell
Give praise to Geoff with cheerful voice!
We were his flock, he did us keep
And in his care we did rejoice.
As Secretary he was good;
Without our aid he did us feed
With badges, labels, ties and news
And gently bent us to his views ...
A conqueror by stealth, it's said
He weaned us all from tea to red.
Go forth, old friend, all sails unfurled,
Pursue new goals around the world.
Of course, Geoff Stevens was not alone. His immediate successor, Dr. John Bignell (1983), was also
forward-looking, energetic and adventurous. He introduced camper van touring as a club activity. A
keen aviator and sailor, he organised wonderful outings in which Wallabies could share the
excitements of these activities.
The next President was Professor John Swan, an academic scientist of outstanding energy and breadth
of interests. He is now the longest serving member of the club after Ray Garrod, having been admitted
in 1953. It is singularly appropriate- and typical of the man- that he should have added
chairmanship of the organising committee for the Club's centenary celebrations to the many community
and scientific interests which he crowds into his retirement.
By 1985, when Professor Jim Morrison became president, the quiet revolution was settling down. An
old Club that had been in danger of dying on its feet had become miraculously re-vitalised and
achieved a new stability. Membership was on the increase, a trend which continued, reaching 48 in Dr.
Ralph Segnit's presidential term and 52 in Max Atkin's year.
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In the following year (1980) Bill Balding inherited a new peak membership level of 53. Bill, who
had been Walks Secretary from 1981 to 1984, is a more adventurous walker and pioneer than most of us.
The following comment on his retirement is only slightly exaggerated:
Bill Balding walked and worked and walked
Through C 5 I R 0,
He worked through to the other end
And said, "It's time to go.
"I'll walk around Australia
"And then I'll do Nepal,
"And by the time they lay me out
"1 should have walked them all.
"I'll slow down for the Wallabies
"To show my good intent. .."
So we snaffled him in passing
And made him President!
The years of emancipation, under a succession of notable Presidents, have brought other comforts and
amenities, including some of less obvious benefit. We have a club tie (in a shade of blue so dazzling
that some members are quite unable to wear it). Enamelled gilt medals, tried and abandoned before
World War 1, have reappeared complete with bars to identify the office bearers. Another gift from
Rotary-style conventions and practices is the identity tag- a plastic label bearing the name of each
member and guest, to whom they are attached by means of venomous "safety" pins. Instead of recoiling
from such horrors, members complained that the lettering on the tags was too small for easy reading. So
it has been progressively increased from medium to bold to banner headlines. The Card reacted with
heavy irony, under the title 'Twilight Zone' :
If your memory is failing

And your hearing's getting worse,
You may find a little comfort
In this pretty little verse:
Take this pretty little label,
Pin it on your manly chest
So that Arthur, George and Mabel
Won't mistake you for a guest.
Scrutinise each label closelyNever mind a person's face;
Recognition comes pre-printed,
Quite outmoding social grace.
Don't forget your new bi-focals
Lest you rudely stoop and peer,
Find the chest is softly rounded
And she takes it for a leer...
Lest she swipe your pretty ear...
Mercifully, such details are cosmetic and ephemeral. The heart lies deeper, and appears to be in good
shape. We older Past Presidents, banded together in gold and in history, grumbling in our advancing
decrepitude, know in our hearts that the winds of change have brought sweet wafts of freshness into a
stale environment. The quiet revolution has re-tuned the Club to the pitch and tempo of our times; it
has saved the Club and strengthened it to face another century, with our best traditions intact. And
that is more important than the fact that it is now a different club.
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FOOTNOTE:

The Robbers, from the shaft they sank
Had burrowed through into the Bank
And in the vaults, in packets thick
Found notes and silver coin to nick
But Gold- the gold was banded round a stick!
They took it to their boss, the Fence,
A man of culture and good sense
And very shrewd (though short on rectitude).
With jeweller'S lens clamped to his head
He scanned each band- and then he said,
"You cannot melt them down,
"These names of great renown;
''I've never seen so many stars before:
"This galaxy of arts, science, horrid law"Their stick is PRICELESS! It won't yield a zac
" ... You'll have to wrap it up and put it back!"
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THE WALLABIES AT KANGAROO GROUND C.1964
The billy boils under the umbrella.

WILSONS PROMONTORY IN THE 1970s
John Turner, Gordon Aitcheson and John Swan
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The Honorary Secretary
Animals are gregarious. Wallabies are no exception. When proposing the toast to the club some years
ago, Bert Bolton, who had the eye of perception, and the heart of an historian, did his research very
thoroughly, pointing out in a way many Wallabies had never seen so clearly before, how there was a
need in Melbourne in the latter decades of the nineteenth century, to meet in various different groups.
The nucleus which formed our unusual club was based on the arts and teaching professions. In our homes
and our vocation, we are more cognisant of other needs. Although these have their place in all fields of
endeavour, most men have a yearning for better things, and a club which promotes those friend-forming
objectives, fills a very real need in the scheme of human life.
It is often said somewhat glibly that the health of the club can be measured by the quality of its
Secretary. Anyone who has served in that role realises only too well that this is a gross overstatement
of the facts. Perhaps it is more accurate to say that the health of any group in a wide variety of human
endeavour, from business to profession, and from sporting field to religion, can be measured by the
quality of its leadership. Having said that, the Secretary fills a very important roll in the leadership
team.
Over the century our club has existed, it has provided a sustaining ingredient to the lives of most if its
members. We enjoy a varying degree of confidence with our fellows, and although this is a real
contribution to a happy and balanced life, it is impossible to describe just how it comes about.
The most world-changing events of the latter decades of this century, have been changes in eastern
Europe. Its people, after over 70 years of subjection to strong and ruthless tyrants, are finding their way
to liberty and enjoying a degree of freedom, in some ways comparable with events in France at the end of
the 18th century, and it is hoped good leaders will emerge.
If we could have asked Nikita Kruschev what makes a good secretary, we should have been given a
somewhat different answer than if we posed the question to most people holding that title. If we could
have asked "Robbie", who put such a firm imprint on our club in its first half century, after it almost
suffered premature death a few years after its precarious birth, he would have given us a different
answer from fellows who held the office for shorter periods, yet made very significant contributions to
our club in their day and generation. Comparisons can be dangerous but the roles filled by the late
Robbie, Tom Pressley, and Harold Moore, did an enormous amount to hold the club together during
World War II and in the difficult post-war years.
Looking back to the earliest days of the club, we are indebted to Paul (Mick) Dexter who, with the
help of Liz, did some remarkable work on ferreting out information from the sketchy early records of our
club. Oldfield was the first recorded Hon Sec from 1884-5. At the time Ramsay was Hon Treas and
moved a motion that the work of Hon Sec merited some remuneration. Whether or not the remuneration
was adequate is not recorded, but the motion was passed. Han Treas Ramsay, who moved the motion,
was duly appointed Hon Sec in 1896. One wonders what sort of job he must have done for his
remuneration, but his reign was less than a year. He was replaced by one Champion by name, but it is
not recorded whether he championed remuneration for the Hon Sec. He reigned for a second year then
Henry ruled for the next 7 years to 1906, during part of which the records petered out. The club went
into a form of hibernation until in 1907 La Touche Armstong was elected to the office.
Henry, as founder of the club, must have been a vigorous person. Before the tum of the 19th century,
that denoted a more aggressive character than the term denotes at the end of the 20th. A namby pamby
Hon Sec, blown about by any strong will, is not much use in any field of human endeavour. He needs to
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have initiative, some elements of the milk of human kindness, and a persistence to safeguard his outfit
and keep it democratic. Fine tuning sometimes needs more of one than the other. The Hon Sec who is
wise enough to know when to be conciliatory, and when to be firmly insistent is a rare jewel.
How does any group function? A harmonious relationship must exist between the leaders. Running
any worthwhile group is never just an afternoon tea party. Members in leadership roles have to work
hard to get it right.
A committee of "yes men" rarely achieve anything of worth, but if the sparks of disagreement are too
fiery, the debate can generate more heat than light, and decisions so made may be unhelpful.
However, good decisions can be reached after argument, and mutual respect can grow from the differing
opinions expressed amongst independent people. Sometimes you need a bit of a box on for the best
decisions to emerge. We can respect one another as independent individuals, with the right to different
opinions, and we can still be the best of friends after a real debate on different opinions. A long time
ago one executive officer mentioned, in all seriousness, that it was a long time since the President had
had any influence on the club.
To achieve real harmony it is necessary to observe the golden rule, which has its application to every
religion of any significance in our varied world. To the Jew it is "What is hateful to you do not to your
fellow men". To the Christian- "Do unto others-". Confucius has it "Do not unto others that which
you yourself would not have done to you". The Buddhist is taught "Hurt not others in ways that you
yourself would find hurtful". Islam, Taoism and Brahmanism all express similar sentiments and like
many good rules, they are often honoured in the breach rather than in the observance by many who
claim to be the most devoted followers.
The Wallaby Club Annual Meeting takes but a few minutes, to the regular amusement of our guests.
When executive officers are selected, from nominees to our small committee, which handles all the
business of our club, the result is a variety of talents. Some are cast in roles for which they are
unfamiliar or even unsuited. It is then their collective responsibility to form a leadership team,
effective to the needs of the members of the day, and sensitive to changing developments within our
social structure in which all groups function. This fragile state of balance can be upset by any strong
individual who wants to disregard other members of the team. Sometimes this stems from laziness on
the part of some of the team, leaving things to those willing to take the initiatives for a sustained
momentum in any direction. It can also come from a degree of apathy, which allows one executive
officer to hold a role for too long. ' In time, all believe that he is the only one who can handle the job,
and the status quo persists to the detriment of the group. We have enormous potential in our club. The
art of converting potential to relevant programs, without destroying the delicate feelings and desires
which hold it together, calls for sensitive thought and exchange of ideas among leaders and committee
members.
It is here that the Hon Sec has a major role. As a member of the team, he must try to be objective, and
be quick to protect it from domination by any strong-minded member. Good communication, and
sensitive application to the various issues which arise are fundamental and these do not happen by
accident or default. Constant alertness and effort are required, often behind the scenes, involving other
members of the team to play their proper roles, to avoid the secretary himself sliding into the
dominant role. A good secretary helps to achieve this, with a minimum of fuss, but the calm on the
surface of the water may hide some furious paddling and agitation below the surface.
In the list of Hon Secs over the history of the club, the talents and training of each incumbent has
varied. Comments on individuals must be limited, as no good history can be written until at least 50
years after the events recorded. One of our Wallabies Sir Owen Dixon was a world leader as a jurist. In
one of his essays he lamented the difficulty of obtaining credible expert witness, free from bias, to
assist the bench in making fair judgements. He pointed out that the only unbiased witness was one who
knew nothing about the subject, hence his evidence was useless. Immediately we develop expertise in
any field, we are subject to the bias of our teachers, colleagues, and developed convictions. No wonder
some important High Court cases are resolved with slender 4 to 3 majority opinions, after years of
gathering evidence, months of presentation in courts at different levels by eminent barristers. Even
then, an adequate period is allowed for the members of the bench to arrive at their individual
opinions, helped by detailed published reasons of one or more of them, often reaching opposing
conclusions.
There is no doubt we have had good secretaries. We have also had some great secretaries. We have
also had some secretaries. It would be a foolish historian who in 1994 would try to put recent
incumbents into their appropriate categories. Suffice it to say that the combined wisdom of committees
of the day, and executive officers leading us over the past hundred years, has enabled the club to
survive, and at some times flourish, with no service or other objective to cement its membership
together, other than man's need for friends, his insatiable desire to talk, and in some cases, God bless
them, to listen.
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The term of "Robbie" Robertson as Hon Sec from 1909 to 1954 may well be the exception that proves
the rule that an executive officer can hold an appointment for too long. Some of his letters, preserved in
our archives, show what an exceptional man he must have been. His letter of congratulations to Sir
Robert Garran on his knighthood early this century, elicited a gem of a reply including the phrases "I
find my innate sense of modesty at war with my friend's unimpeachable credibility." Sir Robert was
the genius who prepared our quaint rules early this century. He did it so well, that it has required
nothing but very minor "constitution tinkering" ever since.
This reminds us that our personal performance is quite limited. When we are a member of a
leadership team, our ability to pick the right man for a particular task is paramount. This can spill
over into sub-committees appointed from time to time, and the committee for this Centenary is no
exception. John Swan and his team have made some good appointments to help handle the occasion to
make it a suitable event for such a significant milestone- Kilometre stone does not sound quite right
although it is some years since Australian measure of distance has been in miles.
Did Robbie pick Sir Robert to draft the rules, and recommend his appointment to a meeting of the
committee of the day? Someone must have done it. It could have been Robbie. If he did not make the
nomination, he would at least have been consulted on it. In this way, a talented leader can multiply
his abilities by drawing on the expertise of others in their fields of knowledge which exceed his. The
late Will Rogers made the point that we are all ignorant, but fortunately on different subjects. You do
not have to be a member of our club for long to realise the truth in that saying.
Robbie saw the club through its Golden Jubilee. He obviously also had a hand in picking Hart to do
that first splendid volume of our history, on which we have drawn so much for toasts to the club and for
this centenary volume. Thanks to some wise Hon Treas appointments, we will hopefully be spared the
levy which followed the printing copies of the Golden Jubilee in hard cover. In 1944, the printer's bill
of under 70 pounds was considerably more than the few guineas annual membership fee provided in
surplus to meet it.
Robbie's long reign was followed by a year with Woodburn, then the late Tom Pressley, one of nature's
real gentlemen, handled the job for three years, until another of our gentle giants, the late Harold
Moore took it from 1959-71 covering a large slice of the Minifie years. What a great combination they
made. Pressley and Minifie, and Moore and Minifie, holding the two principal roles of Hon Sec and
Walks Sec, at a time when many clubs were folding for a variety of reasons, often failure to change
with the new post war order. They· were gentle, clear, firm, listening leaders. So many are like tape
recorders, perpetually switched to play, and never able to listen and/ or hear. Since Harold Moore, the
office of Hon Sec has not been held continuously for longer than 3 years by any incumbent, but that has
been long enough for some of them to have shouldered a very heavy burden.
Gordon Aitchison bore such a burden. Edgar Johnstone once served as Walks Secretary to let the
Walks Secretary, Les Reynolds, serve his presidential year. Les was more than miffed when Edgar
would not relinquish his temporarily acquired office. As Walks Secretary, Les had his critics for he
insisted on having some real exertion in each of his walks. Given the age and physique of some of his
Wallabies, the numbers capable of a fast pace on steep terrain were reduced. Edgar, to retain office,
used the persistence element needed in an executive- some thought to excess. About that time a subcommittee was set up to report on the participation of ladies in our walks. With Gill as Chairman and
Pressley, Attwood and Stevens as members, a report came back that many more walks and functions
should include the ladies. Many would agree that social changes between 1894 and 1974 had been
sufficient to support that view. Other more senior members, who could remember Victorian times with
servants to keep lonely wives company when their loving husbands were out with the boys, thought the
status quo was fine. Security also loomed larger in the thoughts of members, as social changes softened
penalties for serious crimes against people. These issues split the club and almost caused its demise
when Aitchison was Hon Sec, and living in semi-retirement at Red Hill. His wife, who had suffered
some ill health, was harassed when he was out, with long telegrams from Edgar rung through over the
telephone, as delivery was limited in the Red Hill Area.
Gordon had to ask Edgar to desist. The issue had been building up for some years. Grayson, Pressley,
Attwood, and Gronow had done their best to defuse it with concilitation and humour, but closed minds
are not always responsive to such treatment. Current life member Roy Simpson also reminded some of
his contemporaries that occasionally Anno Domini catches up with us. A rule change to limit the
period of holding office was the only way to put the club back on course. President Bill Gronow,
assisted by the Hon Sec Gordon Aitchison, successfully piloted through the necessary formal meeting.
Attendances at functions after more ladies days were introduced seemed to supply the only answer some
members could accept. Attendances rose from 3 to over 50. It was what would be described legally as
beyond reasonable doubt.
In addition to the more difficult-to-describe role of protecting the club from domination, and trying to
help reflect members wishes, printing notices, reports, and cards has also been under some influence of
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the Hon Sec. Up to the late 60s, notices were printed each few months, by a printer whose premises
were, in the opinion of one card editor, as like unto those of Dodson and Fogg, described by Dickens in
Pickwick Papers. It took John Swan to lead us into the realms of desk top publishing, with computers
and word processors. One past president fumed, when computers were becoming so popular, that he
would like to give a talk entitled "A Pox on Computers", but after some experience, strangely enough in
early retirement from his Professorial Chair, is now trying and finding their value.
As we approach our second century most of our reports and programs are handled by members, at
minimum cost to the club, on their own computers, word processors and laser printers. Our learning
curves are showing exponential slopes once we quit our normal vocations, as ' .Ii Votre Santi' embraces
mental as well as physical health.
After experiences described as above, we are convinced that the office of Hon Sec is important, but the
claim that you can tell the health of a club by the quality of its hon sec is only partly true.
As it prepares to enter its, second century, it is obvious that the sense of fellowship amongst members
is stronger than ever, and for that credit may be claimed by many talented and sensitive leaders,
including some who have held the office of hon sec for varying periods of time. Men and women are
still lonely for good company. Anyone with a large number of friends does not have one too many. This
gives us justification for the valid hope, that the years ahead will see our club thriving while
changing in some ways with the times, to be relevant to each day and generation of Wallabies
fortunate enough to be invited to its membership.

From the 56th Wallaby Card:

. To ensure a meeting of the full
Committee, why not call it
After dinner?

From the 74th Wallaby Card:

Intensive researches at Monash
By Matheson, Southby and Day
Have conclusively proved that
some members,
Have feet that are fashioned
from day.
And further extensive enquireage
By banding the members that crawl
Has with certainty shown that
their mileage
Must be infinitesimally small.
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The Walks Secretary
Although the Club was formed in 1894, the position of Walks Secretary was not established until 1917;
its evolution is clearly set out in the excellent and entertaining "History of the Wallaby Club" by
Alfred Hart. (It is a pity that there are no biographical notes relating to Hart in this volume, since he
was not only an excellent Wallaby but a most charming and self-effacing man). In the early years of
the Club, guides were not plentiful and the founder, Dr. Henry, complained that too much of the
organisation of the walks fell to him. A sub-committee was formed in 1902 to deal with the matter and
it was decided that each member of the Committee should take it in turn to act as guide for the walks.
Alas, the resolution was not upheld in practice and poor Dr. Henry was compelled to say a few words on
laziness and Laodicean or 'lukewarm' guides! It is of interest that Dr. Henry, as a 'well-to-do' and busy
physician, was able to devote so much of his time to the activities of the Club. The pace of Medicine
may have been more leisurely in those days.
Alfred Hart refers to 'pathfinders' and one assumes that those who did act as guides had researched
the walks beforehand as they do today. I delight in Hart's comment that 'in the multitude of guides
there was a plentiful lack of road knowledge and much variety of pace.' 'Fast walkers in the lead,
then as now, got half a mile ahead of their less speedy comrades, waited till the rearguard joined
them, and then, as now, move swiftly off again'. Times have not changed!
Rules were established to standardise pace, and allow for short rest periods. Members were requested
'on no account' to walk in advance of the guide, and in the revision of the by-laws of 1988 this point was
once again stressed, viz. 'except with his approval, members shall not walk in advance of the guidl2.'
During my own time as Walks Secretary I cannot remember my approval being sought for some flagrant
breaches of this by-law; a degree of insouciance existed and still does. I have, on occasions, seen th.e
guide bringing up the rear, and I remember that, on one walk, we lost him altogether for a short period
of time.
In relation to the pace of the walks, a most important by-law stated that the pace 'is to be such .that
every member present shall be able to complete the walk without distress' and in my experience in the
Club this particular by-law has been kindly and diligently applied.
As from 1917, the Walks Secretary was one of the 'officers' of the Club elected by the committee from
among its members. The first incumbent was Frank Clapin, who was described by Hart as 'a cheery,
good tempered New South Welshman ... affectionately known as the "Little Boy from Manly": I have
some fellow-feeling for Mr. Clapin, since I was born in Sydney and regard myself as cheery and
reasonably good-tempered, although, to the best of my knowledge, I have never been referred to as the
"Little Boy from Northbridge". Moreover, I wonder whether I would qualify for the comment re Clapin
who 'began the job with the energy and enthusiasm characteristic of him'. If anything, I remember my
concern about the lack of competence for the job.
Following Clapin came Dr. R. W. Hornabrook, who had' abounding energy', a quality common to all
such officers in those early days and still with us. Dr. Hornabrook was innovative in the practice of
anaesthesia in Victoria but he presumably did not apply its principles to his duties as Walks
Secretary! He was followed by Jim Minifie's uncle, who was Walks Secretary at the time of
publication of the History in 1944.
I have not had access to any biographical notes on individual Secretaries after that time, but I
remember with amusement Geoff Stevens' comments about the persistence of the late Edgar Johnston in
the position and the varying degrees of physical stress imposed by some of the guides over the years
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(my previous comment about Iwithout distress' still stands in relation to my own experience of the Club).
I do ~ecall one Saturday afternoon walk which finished well after dark and involved a degree of
mountaineering!

Changing Patterns
Doug Hutchison has done an outstanding job in producing a computer printout of all the Club's walks.
He also conscientiously recorded details of all walks conducted during his own term as Walks
Secretary.
It is of interest to see the changes in the pattern of the walks over the past near-century. The Club
suffered an apparent collapse in the latter years of the last century because of the over-rigid rules of
membership and the frequency of the walks, together with lack of variation in the routes taken, a
monotony which was in part due to the lack of motor transport and the restrictions of train travel (it is
a delight to see in the history of the forties a reference to a char-a-banc!). As Hart says, 'most of the
members were married men, and could not, without voluble protests from their families give an
afternoon and an evening to the Wallaby Club'. I wonder, too, to what extent the clothing of the time
affected the walks; in one photograph taken of a group in 1902 one of the Wallabies is in top hat and
frock coat. On a scorching summer's day the disinclination to walk any distance over hill and dale must
have been considerable. Yet, the distances covered in some of those earlier walks were considerable by
present standards; in 1896 reference is made to walks of ten and fifteen miles! On the other hand, food
and drink appeared to figure largely as a reward at their end.
Over the years the walks have increased in scope in terms of distance and frequency and have covered
a far greater range and variety of country; of necessity, repetition has been unavoidable. Walks have
included Saturdays and Sundays and excursions covering several days with overnight accommodation in
van, tent or motel and extending beyond the boundaries of Victoria.
As for the involvement of the ladies, there is little formal reference in the History. In the printout
there is a reference to a Ladies' Day in May, 1895, and, thereafter, there appears to have been an
annual excursion with the ladies.
Geoff Stevens has kindly given me access to the Minutes of a sub-committee meeting held in March,
1977, in which it was decided to allow ladies to attend four designated walks each year, in addition to
Cup Week-end, Ladies' Day and Ladies' Dinner and 'additional occasions as decided by the Committee
if it considers the function suitable'. This was the start of the Open Days which have continued to add
greatly to the enjoyment of the Club (the 'feeling' engendered by this companionship is illustrated
beautifully in the delightful photograph of a mixed group taken at the Black Spur in 1921).
Finally, with reference to 'changing patterns', I must mention the cooking facilities. In the early
days of the Club any cooking was presumably done on barbecues or open fires built from materials found
on site, but the passage of years has seen the almost exclusive use of facilities provided by the Board of
Works or the Department of Conservation and Environment; an advance which may have been regarded
by some of the early members as a retrograde one. I hesitate to think what these hardy souls would
have thought of butane-powered portable barbecues.

Functions of the Walks Secretary
I can find no list of these functions in the History or in the revision of the by-laws and I must accept
responsibility for the following list and for its possible but improbable use in the future.
1. To plan walks for a period of twelve months, acceptable to the Committee, which will be in
different locales and which will suit members and guests of varying ages and states of health and
allow them to be completed without distress (a gargantuan task). The 'without distress' is obviously of
great importance and must relate to distance, nature of the terrain, and pace.

2. To be Reconnoitering Secretary as well as Walks Secretary and to explore the proposed walking
route and facilities before the actual date of the walk. In this respect,/it is understandable that, in the
early days, guides were reluctant to apply if they were still in employment and time was limited. In
more recent times, it was decided that the Walks Secretary should draw up a plan of walks for
consideration and approval by the Committee but that the responsibility for guiding individual walks
should be allocated to different members familiar with the proposed routes. The degree to which this
has actually occurred has varied somewhat with different Secretaries.
3. To consider probable climatic conditions and arrange fine weather (Our current President, Milton
Warn, a Baptist Minister, is of singular value here).
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4. To make certain that there are adequate cooking, toilet and sheltering provisions and provide for
shelter and rest for those members and guests whose health restricts their activities.
5. To 'swing the billy' at the conclusion of picnic lunches. This is a task which requires an intrepid
personality and the acceptance of a degree of risk. It mayor may not involve the addition of eucalyptus
leaves to the brew of billy tea.
6. To plan alternatives where possible.
7. To be able to accept criticism for decisions made on all the above.
8. To accept the fact that members are disinclined to let you know of their plans to attend functions or
otherwise. This is almost as important as (7).

Personal Recollections
I spent two terms as Walks Secretary and remember them with considerable pleasure. One remembers
the good fellowship and the wit and wisdom of the members and their guests, but I find it difficult to
recall any particularly amusing or droll incidents. None such as that which occurred on a walk my
wife and I took recently with a group of llamas and their guide at Daylesford and one of the llamas ate
an American lady's straw hat during the luncheon break taken in a veritable downpour (there were
lessons here about planning but this is not the material for a chapter such as this).
My wife has brought to mind a luncheon in the bush when she gave a kookaburra the remains of Doug
Hutchison's steak under the mistaken impression that it was waste and not the delicate morsel to
which he had been looking forward. And I remember only too well the disastrous day at Gellibrand
Park when rain brought all activities to a halt and when I went home to a hot lunch and left other true
Wallabies and their wives to their own devices; Os and Helen Grayson, Geoff and Norma Stevens et al.
At that time I should have been defrocked! Os and Helen allowed us to lunch in their bam on another
inclement day during my term of office- these few things come back. It is the companionship and the
sheer pleasure of it that one remempers and for which one is grateful.

Future
And what of the future? The Club is viable and active and should continue its activities well into the
next century and, hopefully up to and beyond 2094. It is difficult to imagine the type of role played by
the Walks Secretary in 2094; walking may be a thing of the past! I imagine a person (goodness knows
what the geneticists have in store) dressed in lurex leading a group of Wallabies on nuclear-powered
walkettes to a computer-selected picnic area under a weather-proof dome, there to consume self-cooking
low-everything sausages and chops. Yet I doubt whether this will be the case. When I look at the
photographs in the History of Alfred Hart I can see us as we are now, albeit dressed a little
differently. I can see no changes in the good fellowship which highlights this Club and the constancy
of which renders it unique.
Pouvez-vous me trouver un guide?

In view of recent discussions regarding the length of our Walks,
the Guide, Mr. Dillon, has gone to some trouble in estimating
the distance to be travelled on this occasion,
allowing for deviations on the route and undulations of the ground.
He states the distanc~ officially as-
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Os Grayson, Geoff Stevens and Edmund Gill
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by John Turner, 1980

The Treasury

"The table has its pleasures, and wine makes a cheerful life, and money is behind it all." Ecclesiastes 10:19
The camaraderie of the Wallaby Club finds its expression in walking with conversation, and in eating
and drinking with conversation. The Dinner Cards that survive reveal that Wallabies enjoyed
gathering around the board. They were good trenchermen, and they knew how to "look upon the wine
when it is red", or white for that matter! Dr. Hart, in the first volume of the Club History, quotes from
the 1901 Christmas Dinner Card as a testimony to these Wallabian characteristics.

"Call for the best, the house may ring;
Sack , white and claret, let them bring;
And drink apace, while breath you have,
You'll find but cold welcome in the grave;
Welcome, Welcome, shall fly around."
The Card continues in the same vein:

"The Wallaby is incomparable in the open, but he is undoubtedly at his best in the refectory."
"The relation between the mind and the body of the Wallaby is an intimate one.
The mind is serene and the gastric organs are energetic."
Cards of subsequent years reflect these sentiments. Wallabies have been and are physically reasonably
active, socially gregarious and intellectually stimulating fellows who know how to enjoy each other's
company and the good things in life in moderation.
As all good club men know, pleasures have their price. Not that money has ever been an important
component of the Wallaby ethos. If it were, as the old Hebrew aphorism suggests, "behind it all", then
for the Wallabies it was scarcely worth a backward glance. From the beginning Club membership fees
have been less than moderate, minuscule even, designed to cover the small overheads of postage and
printing, and, in more recent times, liability insurance. Members have always borne individually the
costs of dinners and other functions. For the first sixty years of the life of the Club its annual income
was about the equivalent of two or three hundred dollars. In more recent years, this has slowly
increased, but it was not until the last decade, when the Club decided to make provision suitably to
celebrate its centenary, that Club funds have increased to a few thousand dollars. So throughout most
of its history the tasks of the treasurers and auditors the Club has appointed have been far from
daunting.
Treasurers and auditors, however, have had their moments. The amounts for which they were
responsible may have been small but they were not without their problems. It is comparatively simple
to account for the receipt and disbursement of sixty or so membership fees. Throughout the Club history
each treasurer has had one besetting problem- how tactfully to get otherwise upright and responsible
gentlemen to forward their annual membership fee! In the first half century of the Club's history the
annual financial statements more often than not showed as a separate item "Fees paid in arrears".
Other statements during that period added a note to the effect that 7 or 8 members are in arrears. In
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1942 long serving treasurer Herbert Harper sent out annual subscription notices to the 50 members of the
Club. Eleven of them were in arrears. Of that number two of them owed for four years, one for three
years and four for two years! The annual fee then was the same as that set in 1897- one guinea!
Someone has said that the requirements of a successful Governor of the Bank of England are "the tact
and skill of an ambassador and the guile of a Romanian horse thief." Wallaby treasurers to the present
day have required gifts similar to those.
The annual fee did not increase from one guinea until the Annual Meeting in 1951. The Annual Report
stated:
"The Committee finds that the cost of living is such that it has to recommend an
increase in the Annual Subscription from one guinea to one pound 12/6 for full
membership ... This suggestion will be put to members for adoption."
The Annual Meeting adopted the Committee's recommendation. Subsequent events were to prove that
this increase was a case of "too little, too late".
The Diamond Jubilee year, 1954, saw the second increase. The Annual Report of that year noted that
the Club was preparing the Second Volume of its History, and had gone on to state inter alia:
"The Committee reports that it is found necessary for members to approve of an increase in the
annual subscription to two guineas. It is mainly due to the high cost of printing and postage that the
increase is sought. In the meantime we have arranged with the Commercial Bank for a temporary
overdraft to finance the publication of the History- as well as the general printing bill- and it is
asked to pay 10/- per copy, which will be debited in due course; your approval will be sought at the
Annual Meeting."
The Annual meeting approved. The annual financial statement revealed a debit balance of almost 15
pounds. But by now the club was on a financial slide. The next year the debit balance had increased to
a little over 52 pounds.
The Club had been bereft of its long serving Honorary Secretary, Dr Allen Robertson, in November
1954. J. L. F. Woodburn had been appointed to that position, and the new Committee knew that it had
to take drastic action. In August 1955 members received a letter from the Committee that set out the
position that the cost of the publication of the Second Volume of the Club History had been greater
that originally anticipated, that no provision had been made to cover its costs, and that sales had not
resulted in a third of the cost being recouped. The Club deficit was about 90 pounds, and while certain
economies were being effected there was not much possibility of the deficit being substantially
decreased. The letter went on to state:
.
"The Committee and other old members regard this position as unsatisfactory, and feel that steps
should be taken to wipe out the overdraft, and to build a small reserve fund to finance future
publications. It has therefore been decided to ask for contributions, and, with reluctance, we appeal
to all members of three years' standing for their support. The sum suggested is 3 guineas- not to be
exceeded- but it is left to each individual to decide the amount of his donation. This letter is being
sent to all members for their information, but we wish to make it quite clear that members who have
been less than three years in the Club are not included in the appeal."
The appeal was successful. The 1956 Annual Report carried a joyous message.
''In view of the parlous state of the finances a year ago the Committee reluctantly decided to make an
appeal for funds. The response was heartening, 113 pounds being received from 37 contributors. With
all accounts paid until April 30th our credit balance is now 40 pounds 1/8d ... "
The Committee, however, had learned its lesson well. The paragraph went on to state:
"but it seems that our present annual subscription is not more than sufficient to cover expenses, and if a
reserve fund is to be built for further publications, the subscription will have to be increased. You are
asked therefore to approve the Committee's suggestion that this should be done. The new rate
proposed is 2 pounds 12/6d."
Looking back from the vantage point of our highly inflated economy this incident seems to be a storm in
a teacup. In reality it is an interesting insight into the social changes facing ordinary Australians in
the 1950s and gives an example of those values that do not change and which all that is best in the
Wallaby Club typifies. It was not only members of the Club who were overtaken by the rapidity of
inflation in the '50's. Many members of the community at large were wrestling with a similar problem.
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The Club's key Honorary Officers during this time were two men who had served the Club from the
first decade of the century. The old familiar landmarks were disappearing and the measures they were
adopting to cope with change would prove to be ineffective.
What is more important, the new Committee of 1955 demonstrated that within the Club there were
values that were now unchanging. Herbert Harper had that Club year lost his long time friend and
fellow officer, Robby. Three years previously sudden surgery had prevented him from being present as
guest of honour at the Annual Dinner at which his fifty years' membership was to be marked. He had
indicated that he wquld retire from office at the Annual Meeting 1956. There was no way the Club
could let him retire from office on a low note. The same 1956 Annual Report from which we have been
quoting carries an appreciation of the service Harper had given the Club over so many years.
''We wish to place on record all that Mr. Harper has done for the club and our gratitude for his
friendship. His position is unique. Not only is he our oldest living member- joining in 1907- but he
was the first to attain the fifty years of membership. He became a Committee member in 1907, has
been Honorary Treasurer since 1914, and leaves that office with the finances in a sound state. He has
won the high esteem and warm affection of a long line of Wallabies who are proud to have known
him."
As inflation continued so the annual subscription to the Club increased, usually by small amounts. In
1963 the subscription was set at 3 guineas. When in February 1966 decimal currency was introduced this
converted to $6.30. This odd amount continued for some years. By 1974 the amount had been rounded to
even dollars and stood at $10. In 1976 it had reached $12, rose by one dollar in 1977, moved to $15 the
following year and in 1982 it was $16. With the centenary of the Club looming nearer the Committee
decided that the time had come to make adequate provision for its celebration. To establish adequate
reserves the subscription was raised in 1984 to $25, increased in 1986 to $30 and further increased in 1990
to $35.
With the increase in the subscription rate there was a corresponding growth in the Club's
accumulated funds. In 1984 these had stood at $957 and by 1988 had risen to $5370. The Committee was
taking advantage of the high inte~est rates of the period, and invested funds in high yield trustee
bonds. A venture of a more entrepreneurial nature was the Club Badges and Ties. The cost of these were
written off against accumulated funds, but their sale to members on a continuing basis added to the
growth of those funds. By 1992 the Club's accumulated funds amounted to $9158.
Growth in financial resources gave the Committee other concerns. As an unincorporated body
investments were made in the names of certain members as trustees. All was well until the Government
introduced new regulations concerning Tax File Numbers in 1990. As an unincorporated body it seemed
that the Club could not have a Tax File Number. This could have resulted in a tax rate of 48.25% on
the Club's investment earnings; a tax of almost $500 in the year 1991. The Committee considered
several approaches to this problem and eventually turned to former President, Treasurer and Secretary,
Geoffrey Stevens for assistance in the matter. Through his approach to the Taxation Office advice was
received in July 1991 that the Club was considered to be exempt from the new taxation laws. At this
stage it is appropriate to mention that this was the initiative of Geoffrey Stevens during his term as
Secretary that prompted the Committee to make sure that adequate funds would be available to cover
the costs of the centenary year.
Funds are necessary for any organisation. Their amount, how they are subscribed, and what is done
with them may give some insight into the nature of the organisation. If all that survived of the records
of the Wallaby Club were its financial records however, little would be learned of the nature of the
Club or of its members. Fortunately there have survived verses and letters related to the mem~ers who
have served as treasurers and auditors.
Fifteen members have held the office of Treasurer throughout the history of the Club. Seven of them
have also served as President; one also as Secretary; one subsequently as Auditor; and one who seems to
hold a record, having served as President, Secretary and Walks Secretary! Two of them have also
served as President; one also as Secretary; two of them have been Life Members of the Club. Treasurers'
professions seem to have been as varied as their personalities. As may have been expected, accountants
have been among their number, but engineers, an architect, a dentist, a doctor, a forester, a lawyer, a
manufacturer, a parson, scientists and secretaries have also held the office.
In the early years of the Club the office was not held for more than a year or two, five members
serving between 1894 and 1901. In the following year H. Courtney Dix took office and held it until 1913.
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The Club card for that year carries a verse in his honour:
While Dix did the billing, and we did the paying,
That was the saying.
Oft he got cash, but at times he got "nix". It
Is "Farewell to Dixie". Alas! Ipse Dixit.

"Bis dat qui Dixo dat" -

A verse that introduced the longest serving Treasurer in the Club's history followed.
Our treasurer new is a genius. No noodle
Has Gabriel sent to look after our boodle.
He will strike all our notes and our musical curses,
When the Harper plays tunes on the strings of our purses.
Little did the Club versifier of those days realise that the tune first heard that night would continue to
be heard through two World Wars, which would embroil so many of the Club members, as well as
throughout the great Depression and on into the mid-fifties. Harper's service as Treasurer lasted 42
years. Of all the other members who have served as Treasurer only two others managed to attain
double figures, Dix 13 years, and Bainbridge 10 years -but Harper's period was greater by far.
Harper arrived in Melbourne from England in 1899. An electrical engineer, he spent his first year as
superintendent of Richmond power house, the first major power station in Melbourne. In 1901 he became
City Electrical Engineer for the Melbourne City Council. In 1919 he was appointed Chief Engineer of the
State Electricity Commission, a position he held until his retirement in 1936. Harper's electrical
engineering background was the subject of a "Wallabiana" comment on the Christmas Dinner Card of
1914- the first of several succeeding cards to note the impact of World War 1 on Club life.
"Harper declares that O.RM.S. stands for Units of Resistance."
For many years, with the exception of 1920, the Club entertained the members' ladies on the Club
House Boat at the Henley-on-Yarra Regatta, and throughout that time Harper arranged for the
decoration and lighting of the boat. These occasions were quite gala events. Each member was issued
with a Member's Pass and two Ladies' Passes, and were reminded that it would be necessary for them
and their guests to show the passes at the gangway. "During the Afternoon", the Notice states,
"Refreshments will be provided by the Club". Furthermore, "Should the occasion arise, Members are
asked to assist the Committee by helping to prevent the boat from being overcrowded during the day".
A case of Wallabies prepare to repel boarders? While the House Boat may have been beautifully
decorated and well lit, and all boarders repelled, perhaps the Refreshments had not been adequately
costed, for, alas, the 1922 Annual Report states:
"The Henley Regatta House Boat Function was restored in 1921 as a means of entertaining the ladies
and friends of members and proved highly successful except from the financial side."
The annual accounts reveal a loss of slightly more than 54 pounds on the function. There is no further
record of Club House Boats at the Henley-on-Yarra Regatta. They appear to have sunk without a
trace!
Harper's position with the State Electricity Commission meant that he was in close contact with
Wallaby Sir John Monash. In April 1923 they arranged for members to visit the new works at Yallourn.
The Annual Report that year records:
"A memorable function during the year was a trip to the Electricity Commission's works at Yallourn
under the guidance of Sir John Monash and Mr. Harper. Eighty-three members and others made the
journey".
As there were 75 members that year the attendance demonstrated the great interest shown in this State
enterprise in which two prominent Wallabies were so deeply involved.
In June 1923 Harper was installed as President. One intriguing thing is that at the end of that Club
year, May 1924, he presented the annual accounts as Treasurer. Electrical engineers were made of stern
stuff! The Club bards had a field day.
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Be merciful, master of voltages high,
And step down the current to suit our young powers,
We're all fit to walk, but scarce ready to fly,
Our plant only runs a few Weelie-Watt* hours.
But President Harper at the time will beguile,
With tales of briquettes that no master can tame.
So Wallabies think the day's march but a mile,
And will dream of Yallourn as a city of flame.*
(*W A Watt, a member 1909-25; Premier of Victoria, 1912-14, Acting Prime Minister, 1918-19, Speaker, House of
Representatives, 1923.)

THE PRESIDENT
With glow far brighter than acetylene,
In truth 'twere difficult to say how bright,
Dynamicable, pure of ray, serene,
Comes Harper from Yallourn to bring THE LIGHT.
Great pride of voltage on his lofty brow,
Ten thousand kilowatts in either eye,
And in each hand a fell Bucyrus plowShovel or plow- it doesn't signify.
Swift flows the radiant current of his mind
From dynamos and turbines far to roam;
Were he (potentially) to song inclined,
He would electrify with "Ohm Sweet Ohm" .
Monashtic vows bring solace to his soul,
Transforming thought his litany inspires;
Broadcasting power and light his sacred role,
He sings to one clear Harp with living wires.
More power to his purring dynamos,
His tower of steel, his turbo generator;
Good health attend him whereso' er he goes
By night or day- our luminous Dictator.
In the mid-thirties Harper had leave of absence for a year while he travelled overseas, but on his
return resumed his treasurer's duties. In April 1946 there was a walk at Narre Warren. Harper in
company with Alfred Hart, the historian of the Club's first half-century, made a little history of their
own. The Annual Card for that year relates something of their adventure.
"On April 14th Harper and Hart were lost in rugged country. Abandoning the search for them only
when it became clear that continuance would unduly delay the evening meal, members, rather
despondent, were much heartened by Summons's 'After all, there are only two of them'."
It was well for the club that the lost pair eventually turned up. Hart wrote his preface to his Club
history on 1st of May, and Harper had responsibility for the Club's funds of nearly 50 pounds!
A passing reference has been made earlier that Harper was unable to attend the Annual Dinner in
1953 because he was recovering from surgery. The Committee had planned to honour him on the
attainment of 50 years of membership- the first Wallaby to achieve this. The Annual Dinner Card
gave pride of place to guest for the evening. The bards had been busy and so had one member who
confined himself to prose. The Card carried a letter to the Editor.

"Sir,
Recently, under pressure, I sent a cheque for dues to the Hon. Treasurer. He returned it with "it
might be more valuable if it bore the signature of the sender". I asked him why he could not have
signed it himself. He replied that "there had been a bit of a clean up" and the committee now frowns
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upon the practice. Are members to be thus deprived of old time courtesy in the club?
Yours etc.,
OLD SALT
To which the Editor penned this reply.
''Dear Member,
Simply send me a signed open cheque, leave the amount blank and I shall be happy to
take the appropriate action- ED."
The cover of the Card carried a tribute to H.R. Harper, Esq.
"This is the forest primeval; the murmuring wattles and gum trees,
Loved by the Wallaby Club in its wayward outings on Sundays.
Longfellow's harpers are "hoar, with beards that rest, rest on their bosoms"Not so our very own Harper, our semi-centennial member,
Quick, alert and erect and able to trudge with the youngest;
Many and many a year has he carried the treasurer's burden,
Always ready and willing to help in all Wallaby business.
Honour to Harper our friend and semi-centennial member;
Long may he join the walks by shore and through forest primeval!"
Within the Card, following the toast to The Club and Our Guest was a more traditional Wallaby
verse.
Of Harper, Flinders, Hovell, Hume:
On Flinders peak, with little room,
I stood upon the summit rock
Just nonchalantly taking stock
Of all around I knew by name,
That Flinders knew not, when he came.
And H. and H. (ha!ha!ha!) thought
Corio Bay was Western Port:
But Harper -I admit it- he
All I know, new in nineteen three.
He is in this WaHab. convention
Most adept in the fourth dimension:
To him we owe a great amount
But part of which he keeps account."

"Excuse me Sir! I seek your view
Upon explorers old and new,
'Twill be most circumspectly used:
Magellan may not be amused,
I realise, to hear da Gama's
Journeys dubbed "the cat's pyjamas",
Nor Cortez if you called him "fat",
Though "eagle-eyed" not cavil at.
Fear not! I shall obscure in verse
While you and your good self converse.
At least you'll get commonsense
In your replies. Pray Sir, commence!
"Quite recently I trod the ways
Of noted men of earlier days;

The guest of the evening could not be present. The day before the Annual Dinner he sent a letter to the
President, Dr. Leonard Mitchell, explaining that his doctor would not give him permission to attend.
The letter provides the reader with an insight into the character of the man who had been a member
for so long and who had served the club for almost the whole of that time, and of the nature of the Club
and its appeal to men of high principle and character. Harper obviously was most disappointed that
his physical condition prevented him from enjoying what would have been for him and the Club a
unique experience. What speaks more loudly in the letter, however, is his deep sense of gratitude to
the Club and the many members with whom he felt it had been a privilege to associate for half a
century. J. L. F. Woodburn, writer of the Second Volume of the Club History, referred to this event and
quoted from the letter, but for the benefit of readers we quote it in full.

"My Dear Mr. President,
I am most disappointed that my Doctor won't hear of my attending the Wallaby dinner & meeting
tomorrow evening. As you know, I am convalescing from the effects of a major operation, the like of
which, I understand from my medical advisers, will be the lot of most of my younger male friends, not
excluding the members of the Wallaby Club. This is by reason of the fact that the span of life is slowly
being extending into the region where experiences such as I have recently gone thro' will become more
and more common. The older the patient, the greater ordeal of recovery.
My advice to members is to do everything possible & legitimate to encourage a relatively early
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operation of the kind recently gone thro' by me, so with comparative youth on their side they can
emulate our dear friend Robby. who 20 years ago took the operation in his stride, and turned up at the
next Wallaby walk a few days later. Look at him today, full of energy after 40 or more strenuous years
spent in the management of the Club, both as Secretary, and later as Sec. pro. tem., to be followed
recently in complete withdrawal of the qualification (pro.tem.) and resumption of all authority.
I regret exceedingly my inability to be present with you tonight , especially as a reference is to be
made to my 50 years' membership of the Club, a fact which has been of immense influence on my life.
Coming to this country at the beginning of the century, I was fortunate to be invited to one of the Club
gatherings, my host being Dr. Clendinnen, the pioneer in the medical world of X-ray & other electrical
developments. From then on Wallaby associations have filled a great want in my life, and given me a
host of cultural, versatile, and loveable friends. It has been a matter of great regret, if not grief, that
old age has imposed its limit on my walking capacity, so that I am no longer able to tackle the regular
walks with impunity, a shortcoming which I share with the Han. Sec.
I could refer to many club incidents, both amusing and semi-tragic, that have occurred in my long
membership, & in which I had a personal connection, but most, if not all, are recorded in the late Dr.
Hart's "History of the Wallaby Club".
Please convey my greetings to the members assembled, & I trust that they will enjoy the fellowship
as much as I have on every similar occasion.
Yours very sincerely,
H. R. Harper"
He recovered from his operation and resumed his duties as Treasurer. In November of the following
year his "dear friend Robby" died. This was followed by the financial crisis described earlier, and in
June 1956 he presented the Club's annual financial statement for the last time. He died before the year
was out. He was 85.
Following Harper's departure from office eight members have held the post of Treasurer until the
present. One of them, Alan Bainbridge has been mentioned earlier as one of the two Treasurers other
than Harper whose periods of service ran into double figures. But his was broken service, from 1963-69
and from 1972-76. The rest served for periods ranging from one to six years. Harper's immediate
successor was Eric Vance, a solicitor and qualified accountant. He joined the Club in 1932 and was
President in 1941. He was among the World War 2 Presidents who missed being immortalised by the
Wallaby bards, for Annual Dinner Cards were discontinued during that period. Woodburn in the Second
Volume of the Club History relates the story of the Mount Juliet adventure of 28 Wallabies in May
1940. Vance was among that number. His hand written report of that experience survives and may well
have been the basis for Woodburn's account.
Towards the end of 1962 Vance left for a trip to England. In October the Committee decided to ask
Alan Bainbridge, a chartered accountant who had become a member the previous year, to act as
treasurer while Vance was overseas. Harold Moore, Secretary, wrote to Bainbridge informing him
officially of the Committee's decision and stating that Eric Vance would be communicating with him in
due course. Then followed a fascinating correspondence which Bainbridge meticulously filed away
with his accounting records.
Vance to Bainbridge, 7 November, 1962:

Dear Bainbridge,
I understand from Harold Moore you have kindly undertaken to take over the Treasurer's
responsibilities- at least to the balance of the financial year to 31 May next, and am arranging to let
you have in due course- delivered to your office- the cash book and the current records.
The only outstanding account will be for printing since 30th September as I am paying printer's
AIc to 30th September requesting receipt to be sent to you, and all future accounts. We do not issue
receipts and I frankly fail to see any point in tearing out receipts and filling in butts merely to balance
with my list of payments. I have not a members' Register to prepare for this year, but a corrected list
appears on page 14 of the Cash Book.
Cheques are signed by J. E. Minifie and T. E. Pressley. I think your name should now be added.
At some stage there is a token payment of a small amount to J.E. Minifie for lunch sundries and to
Moore for Petties.
Thanking you for your assistance and kindest regards,
Yours sincerely.
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Vance to Bainbridge, 8 November, 1962:
Dear Bainbridge,
Enclosed is a memo. regarding members' subscriptions for the current year. You will notice that
seven appear to be outstanding. On this point I could definitely say that I have no had a chit from
F........ (probably regards himself as resigned) or W .......... As to the other five I have the feeling I
got cheques from them, put them safely aside to pay in or enter, and that they still remain safely in
my possession. The amount of subscription would be thirteen pounds 2/6d for the total of the five.
The simplest course is to hand you the enclosed cheque which please credit as in payment of the
subscriptions. If I am right the cheques will tum up in due course and I shall present them through my
own account. If I am wrong and these cheques dribble in, in response to my subscription notices (of
which I sent two), you will please accept them and pass them on to my office.
I hate to have to make an admission of this nature, at this stage, but have the uncomfortable
habit of putting things in a too safe place so that they cannot be lost- or be discovered at the right
moment.
Cheque for 13/2/6d enclosed.
Yours faithfully.
The Memo referred to in this letter listed the members who Vance thought had not paid- or perhaps
some of them had and he could not remember where he put their cheques. Obviously he wrote the letter
before he prepared the Memo. Having prepared it he had to add a postscript:
P.S. My recollection is faulty. Since preparing the list M........ 's cheque has come along, so the other
three may be outstanding. I shall therefore send them a tactful enquiry and you may receive their
cheques to be passed back to me. But please refrain from taking any step yourself.
Poor Vance, he obviously needed that overseas trip- or was it that the frantic preparation for it had
created the problem? On the other hand Treasurers' lives would be so much easier if members paid
subscriptions promptly!
No doubt Bainbridge chuckled .when he received the second letter and memo. In spite of the
uncertainty he followed the advice of the last sentence of the memo, and took no action, at least until
the New Year. On 2 January Moore wrote to Bainbridge forwarding money paid by members for the
Christmas Dinner and suggesting that they lunch so that they could discuss matters to come before a
committee meeting in early February. This must have prompted Bainbridge to open the packet which
Vance had sent to his office. To his obvious dismay, he found there was another matter that Vance had
forgotten.
Bainbridge to three Members, 7 January 1963:
Dear .........
Just before his departure abroad, Eric Vance handed me the papers of the ''Wallaby Club" to
look after in his absence.
Unfortunately, I did not examine these papers until the end of last week when I
discovered, to my dismay, that the enclosed cheque for the Annual Dinner was supposed to
have been returned to you, as you had been obliged to abandon the engagement at the last moment.
I am sorry for the delay.
With best wishes for the New Year,
Yours sincerely.

On the same day he wrote to Vance's secretary enclosing the subscription cheque of one of the members
about whom Vance had been somewhat confused. Unfortunately, that particular file ends at that
point.
Vance returned from the overseas trip, but it was Bainbridge who presented the annual financial
statement for that year. Vance retired as treasurer at the Annual Meeting and Bainbridge was
appointed. That Annual Meeting and Dinner were held by way of an experiment at reception rooms in
East Melbourne. Judging by the correspondence which Bainbridge retained in his records, the
experiment was not a resounding success.
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Moore to Bainbridge, 7 July.1963:

Dear Alan,
Herewith the receipted account for the Annual Dinner. I think M ......... , the proprietor is a
muddler . . I had a talk with him. I told him in general we were very pleased but if we returned we
would expect not to have such long waits. I asked if an extra waiter (or waitress) would help. I
gathered that the main delay was in the kitchen. His wife always does the cooking and she got into
difficulties cutting up the main course. A little thought in selection might get over this. I said the
place was cold. He did not turn on the heaters until 6 O'clock. I also pointed out that there should
have been more toilets available. It should be possible another time to get access to the toilets
alongside the parking area. I asked him if the arrangements of the kitchen had contributed to the
delay but he would not admit to that and said they had installed new equipment when they came in.
I think it was worthwhile talking to him but I don't think he really appreciates the
importance of the things we were asking for. I tried to find out how much catering he did but he was
very vague. He stated that he had often had 2 weddings a day and in summer he had pretty full
bookings for dinners. We will have to discuss the position in committee.
John Turner and Jim Minifie think it worth while trying again.
I have a note from Eric Vance who was surprised at the amount of wine drunk and says it will be
unsatisfactory financially. He has not got the account but all or most of all the wine except the
Burgundy was drunk. I am not surprised as the drink waiter got round pretty busily during the early
gaps between courses.
By the way, M ........... said that I should not have tipped the drink waiter as he got 5 pounds
for the night. I think it might have been better to have given a tip but it is interesting to get that
point of view.
This is a bit long, but it is only my thinking about the problems of next time. Many things were
good. Accessibility, quiet surroundings, with the place to yourself and easy parking, but in many
ways it was a bit ragtime.
Kind regards.
Moore mentions a note from Eric Vance. He did not forward it to Bainbridge, which may have been as
well. Under the licensing laws of the time the Club purchased its own liquor for dinners and supplied it
to the establishment that was responsible for serving it. Vance as Treasurer in the past had done this,
and had continued it for the dinner in question. About a month later Vance sent the liquor bill to
Bainbridge.
Vance to Bainbridge, 2 August 1963:

Dear Bainbridge,
I enclose cheque, 3 guineas, my subscription.
Also Account for Wallaby Dinner, Liquor Alc etc.
It used to be 13 pounds- that is 5 I-a head- but the fools on this occasion at East Melbourne
seemed to have wasted every bottle (except one) and there were practically no returns. I personally
had very little to drink and saw no sign of the port which was opened and not served.
I am still hot under the collar over it. To save time they appeared to have pulled off every
seal in advance, and drawn the corks and sent back bottles untouched in that condition.
Yours faithfully.
Perhaps Harold Moore was very discreet and never mentioned to Eric Vance that he had tipped the
drink waiter on the behalf of the Club. In spite of the fiasco the Club made a profit of nearly 10 pounds
on that Annual Dinner, almost twice as much as the previous year!
At the 1965 Annual Dinner, Eric Vance proposed a toast to the Club. The bards of that day made
amends for the inability of the bards two decades before to set him in verse.
"In Blackwood's pub,
When Eric Vance
Saw axemen prance,
He looked askance.
But twas a Tort
He never sought
To try in Equity or Higher Court."
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A few days before that Annual Dinner, Treasurer Alan Bainbridge, Chartered Accountant, sent the
following letter to Auditor Tom Boehme, Chartered Accountant.
Dear Tom,
Wallaby Club
I enclose vouchers etc. for the year ended 31st May, 1965 and I should be glad if you could
complete the audit as soon as possible, as I have been obliged to take the unprecedented step of
releasing the Accounts to the printer before you have seen them!
I hope you had an enjoyable and fruitful visit to Adelaide.
Yours sincerely.
If Eric Vance had seen that letter he would no doubt have smiled, recalling his own embarrassment
two years before. Tom Boehme rose to the occasion. The accounts were audited before the meeting and
the file shows that for that year each voucher bore the green ink stamp and initials of the Honorary
Auditor.
Auditors are the invisible officers of the Club. Each Annual Meeting the Club appoints the Honorary
Auditor, but apart from seeing his signature at the bottom of the accounts he remains well out of sight.
In the early years of the Club's history auditors seem to have been appointed from outside the
membership. Wallaby F. G. Wilson was appointed to the position in 1916, and since then auditors have
been members of the Club. Often they were qualified accountants, but many have possessed no formal
accounting qualifications. Several of them have served as presidents.
W. A. Leitch who served as auditor from 1942 to 1951 joined the Club in 1927. When in 1951 he felt he
should withdraw from the Club because of advancing years, Secretary A.W. Robertson tried to persuade
him to change his mind. Leitch wrote Robertson a delightful letter.

Dear Doctor Robertson,
Thou has almost persuaded me, by your very friendly appeal, to reconsider and reverse my
decision to retire from Club membership.
Although unfitted now to join the walks, I am, gastronomically, still sound, and always
enjoyed your occasional feasts of reason & flow of the soul, but for a long time now, I have ceased to
leave home at night, unless circumstances compelled.
I resign with regret, and the hope that Wallabies may long keep going with their healthy and
friendly gatherings.
With my kindest regards,
Yours sincerely.
The Club appointed Tom Boehme to the vacancy created by the resignation of Leitch. Boehme joined
the Club in 1945 and in 1958 was chosen President. The Committee had on two previous occasions
attempted to nominate him as President, but events so transpired that the nominations could not
proceed. The Club bards could not resist the opportunity this gave them, coinciding with the
International Geophysical Year and the launch of the Soviet Union's Sputniks.
THE NEW LEADER
Raise the tankards, full and foamy:
Drain them to the health of Boehme,
Coupled with post prandial plaudit,
Resisting his attempts to audit.
Place him on the banded rocket,
Insured in case moon men impocket,
Lock him in, since twice before,
We've failed to get him off the floor.
Hurrah! Tom's safely into orbit,
Then to the moon with paint to daub it"UP THE WALLABIES"
It was during Boehme's reign as auditor that changes began to appear in the nature of the certificate
that auditors gave to the accounts. From earliest days a simple"Audited and found correct" sufficed.
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Chartered Accountant or no, Boehme continued this form until 1957, Harper's last year as treasurer.
With the coming of Vance into the Treasurer's seat in 1958 (as has been mentioned he was both a lawyer
and an accountant, albeit an AASA.) Boehme must have felt his professional reputation may have been
at stake. That year his certificate read: "I report I have examined the books of the Wallaby Club for
the twelve months ended31st May, 1958, and according to the books the above Statement is a correct
record of the transactions for the year and shows the true financial position of the Club as at 31st
May,1958". In 1961 this had been expanded to: "I report I have examined the Cash Book, Vouchers,
and other records of the Wallaby Club for the twelve months ended 31st May, 1961, and in my opinion
the above statement of Receipts and Payments correctly summarises the financial transactions of the
Club for that period, and the notation that the Club's funds total 169 pounds 1/6d is correct." When in
1964 Bainbridge, a fellow Chartered Accountant, was Treasurer, the wording underwent another change
to: "I report that I have audited the books and records of the Wallaby Club for the twelve months
ended 31st May, 1964, and in my opinion:
(a)
The Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Statement are properly drawn up so as
to give a true and fair view of the affairs of the Club as at 31st May, 1964, and of the
financial transactions for the twelve months ended on that date.
(b)
The accounting and other records of the Club have been properly kept.
Tom Boehme was not a "dryas dust accountant". One of the more senior Wallaby ladies remembers
him as a person of great fun on the Wallabies-and-their-Ladies Week-ends. So did his fellow
Wallabies. In 1965 he proposed the Toast to the Guest at the Annual Dinner. Again the bards dipped
their pens into the ink of humour.
In case guests don't know me
I'm jolly Tom Boehme.
An expert in wood and finance.
Oh widely I travel,
And quickly unravel,
Your problem of tax at a glance.
His sense of humour shines through the letter he sent to Secretary Moore apologising for his absence
from the Annual Dinner the following year.

Dear Harold,
I regret very much that I cannot be present at the Annual Dinner of the Wallaby Club,
but I will certainly be there in spirit.
That being so I am enclosing herewith a cheque for $5.50 to pay for my share of the
pleasure which I will derive from being present "in spirit" at the function.
Please apologise for my inability to "show up" and with best wishes for a very good
evening.
Sincerely yours.
A senior Wallaby recalls how, when Boehme's eyesight began to fail so that he could scarcely see,
the Club continued to appoint him year after year as an auditor. He gave himself enthusiastically to
the Club, and the members just as warmly gave themselves to him. In spite of his visual handicap his
audit work never failed.
Since Boehme's time several members have held the position of auditor for short periods. No longer
is the audit certificate couched in the detailed and professional language of Boehme. The current
auditor, Alan Gordon, a life member and a former Treasurer, was the subject of bardic wit in the 1992
Annual Dinner Card.
THE HON. AUDITOR
Within our club lies total trust
So why an Auditor?
Even if we all went bust
Would that confound the law?
If Alan Gordon signed blank pages

We wouldn't find him out
...... for ages!
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The current Treasurer Dr. Hari Sinha, who in 1991 succeeded the Club's only clergy member in its
history. He has the responsibility and privilege of distributing the Club's funds wisely during the
Centenary Year. The Club bards in 1992 issued a poetic warning.
THE HaN. TREASURER
Of cash we do not have a heap
And what we have we mean to keep;
But still, we think it only fair
To publicly announce: "BEWARE!
"Beware you forgers, spivs and crooks"
"-Hari Sinha keeps our books!"
After almost one hundred years the Club Treasury is ready and waiting to disgorge its accumulated
funds so that the Centenary year may be celebrated in a manner befitting the Club. The honourable
company of Wallaby Treasurers and Auditors have harboured the small resources placed in their care
year by year wisely and well, while their fellow Wallabies have emulated the attitude of old Omar
Khayam"Ah, take the Cash and let the Credit go,
Nor heed the rumble of a distant drum".
Treasurers and auditors among the Wallaby mob have on the other hand echoed the thought of that
oft quoted Proto-Wallaby of the 14th Century, Geoffrey Chaucer, when addressing his empty purse:
"Ye purs, that been to me my lives light
And saviour, as in the world down here,
Out of this tonne help me thurgh your might,
Sith that ye wol not be my tresorere;
For I am shave as neigh as any frere.
But yit I praye unto your curteisye:
Beeth hevy again, or elles moot I die!"

From the 59th Dinner Card
The Apotheosis of a Golden Denture
Lured by seductive cyanide from heaps of mining tailings,
Moulded by clever workmanship to cover dental failings,
For years I helped a Doctor kind to masticate his food
And also to articulate - his speech was never rude.
Alas! then I was laid aside, forgotten in a drawer,
It seemed my usefulness was done, my happy days were o'er.
But while the foolish paper pound was losing all its worth,
Serene and safe I held my ground, more precious than at birth.
At length there came a golden chance, the Doctor seized it quick,
And I, transfigured, now enhance the famous Anzac Stick.
The Anzac Stick bears an unusually broad gold band on which are inscribed the names of
Presidents before the era of the Stick. No levy was required. The canny Scot, "Robby" looked out and
donated a gold denture the transmutation of which covered two-thirds of the cost! (Editor).
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Wallaby Hat Styles - 1987
Rawson, November 1987 - photos by Roy Simpson.

Heather Gordon

Catherine Atkin

John Turner

Alex Dempster

'Mick' Paul Dexter

Sylvia Churchill

David Churchill

David Kaleski

Alan Gordon

John Swan

Charles Proctor

Murray Littlejohn
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The Longevity of the Wallaby Club

The paradox of the longevity of the club is that over the 100 years of its existence there has been no
notoriety, no premises and no permanent office. Few Melbournians would have heard of it and when
mentioned some have looked askance as if it were something linked with a kindergarten. Tangible
assets are few- a billy, a tripod for the billy and a walking stick- nothing special about these- or is
there?
The Billy, a cylindrical tin can in which to boil water for tea, and a tripod to suspend it over the fire
so that it could sing comfortably when boiling. The tea would be thrown in, a gum leaf added and then
an intrepid member- in recent years Alan Gordon- would take the full, hot billy and swing it in rapid
circles parallel to his body to settle the tea leaves. When served, by dipping a mug into the billy, the
tea was hot, slightly smoky and redolent of the bush.
Traditionally, the billy with the tripod inside and wrapped in paper or cardboard to protect
clothing from the encrusted soot was carried on the walks. When weary the first carrier simply put the
billy down gently and the fellow behind took charge. This light burden was lovingly shared.
A walking stick is an appropriate symbol for a walking club, but, in itself, would not generally be
considered much of an asset. A stick that has sturdily assisted on many a walk could well be held in
much affection by its owner.
The Wallaby Stick despite having a good strong ferrule has rarely been on a walk over most of its
eight decades. Only within the last decade has it been introduced to its proper role. Two academic
members moved a motion that the stick be taken on a walk. The committee accepted the motion but
chose to defer its activation. When reminded of their default the Committee acted swiftly. The Stick
was presented to one of the academics at a Ladies' Day Walk at Healesville. Fortunately, Bob
Southby, then well over eighty and appropriately both an Honorary Life member and a neonatal
paediatrician accepted the care of the Stick and gently introduced it to its proper function. The stick
with its many gold bands attracted considerable attention from onlookers.
.
A walking stick adorned with many gold bands is undoubtedly a financial asset. The origin of the
Stick and the names recorded on it make it unique and beyond price.
The stick was made from a hard strong wood- the lowly, prickly buckthorn. However, the
particular buckthorn bush had grown on the dugout of General W.T. Bridges who was killed in
Shrapnel Gully, Gallipoli on May, 15th. 1915. General J.G. Legge, a Wallaby, was sent to replace
Bridges and found the bush. Legge dug out the bush, complete with roots, and gave it, for what reason is
not clear, to another Wallaby, Lt. Col. J.W. Springthorpe. He brought it to Melbourne and gave it to our
Secretary, Allen Robertson, who described it as "a mass of interlacing roots resembling a badly coiled
piece of rope."
So far the legend- now to what we have. The stick was undoubtedly fashioned from a strong branch
careful selected by another Wallaby, Prof. A.J. Ewart, a botanist. Ewart was a member of the Club for
only one year, but left us this precious stick for which he will always be remembered.
In 1946, Prof W.A. Woodruff, another Wallaby, fashioned the splendid Rests for the Stick from the
coastal tea tree. The Stick must have felt at ease immediately.
The important ceremony in the Wallaby Club is the handing on of the Stick from the retiring
President to the new President. At this time the names of the previous Presidents are read out as
described in Roy Simpson's essay on "The Presidents". It is a memorable ceremony.
Personally, as one grows old in the Club this ceremony becomes more and more emotionally charged.
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The names conjur~ up fellow Wallabies whom this writer had known and liked, but who are now dead.
Vivid pictures fill my mind- Minifie, Moore, Boehme, Gill, Southby and Garran- all the most
excellent companions. Inevitably memories of others who were never President also arise- for me,
most often come those of that most gentle of men, Val Brown.
Another ceremony has been introduced in recent years- the dubbing of Honorary Life Members.
Seventeen Members have been made Honorary Life Members over the last century. To qualify for this
distinction the member must have been in the club for at least 20 years. However, length of membership
is by no means the only criterion. Allen Robertson was a member for 49 years and for most of that time
also acted as Hon.Secretary, but he was not made a life member! A special tribute is made to "Robby" in
an insert to the first history.
Length of Membership and unusual service to the Club and its members are both necessary. When John
Turner "got life" he had been in the Club for nearly fifty years during which time his contributions to
the Club through his verses in the Annual Dinner Card and his lovely scraper board art which
decorated the cards for so many years were immense.
Until 1989 the award of Honorary Life Membership was an occasion for general rejoicing, but there
was no particular ceremony. A suggestion was accepted that the presentation should be made similar to
the conferring of an academic degree. The Historian prepared an appropriate citation which he read
with occasional interjections from members. What to do then? Another use has been found for the Stick.
Alex Dempster was the first President to use the Stick to dub the candidate. A touch on the left
shoulder was all that was necessary to make Roy Simpson HLM. However when it was Alan Gordon's
turn to be similarly honoured, President Alex was so emotionally involved that he forgot to dub. Some
members were quick to remind him using a variety of expressions including; "Go on, biff him!". The
reaction may have been raucous, but the distinction of becoming an HLM is greatly prized, always
richly deserved and dubbing with the Stick seems appropriate.
Over the decades of the Club's existence its fortunes have fluctuated. The full complement of
members (75) has rarely been achieved and on occasions membership has been low. Attendances at
walks have varied enormously and a studied neglect of the Constitution has enabled irregular walkers
to retain their membership. On one very in~lement day, only the Walks Secretary, Jim Minifie, turned
out. Jim nevertheless, in his usual unperturbed way, went on the walk which he had himself planned,
boiled the Billy and duly recorded the event!
The Club has survived despite fortunately rare and usually transient dissension. Survival has also
been dependent on realisation of the necessity for change, no matter how reluctantly, and the
acceptance of such change when made. In the early years the Club nearly foundered due to the
autocratic attitude of Louis Henry. Geoff Stevens has recorded an unusually painful period in his
Secretary's chapter when a distinguished flying ace of the 1914-1918 war found it difficult to accept
that he was, at over eighty, actually old. Such dissension has passed with only a fleeting reduction in
the general good will. Friendly disagreements on walks add to the joy of the walks.
The Wallaby Club was and is a walking and talking club for men. For most of the decades the wives
came to the Melbourne Cup weekends and there are photographic records of these happy outings in both
the earlier histories. The long Easter outings, Thursday night until Tuesday evening, were strictly for
men. Wives were encouraged to go to the Warburton Hydro. There they could be assured of being among
friends, but were subjected to a strict health regime which even forbade the caffeine stimulants, tea and
coffee. Isla Boehme told me how she always went to these weekends armed with her Birko-a hot
water jug. So armed, she survived by secretly brewing an illicit cup of tea behind a locked door.
Some wives with young children had perforce to stay at home. Others chose to do so. Kaye Turner
told me recently how, over one such lonely weekend, she painted a bedroom. Such restrictions were
destructive in the '70s because of the changes in social attitudes and the very fair desire of women for
more equality. Attendances at walks declined badly and there was much dis-ease. The need for
change was obvious.
The Club's introduction of Open Days, when wives and family members can attend and a Ladies'
Dinner have saved and strengthened the Club. Without this liberalisation the Club may not have
survived to its centenary or would not have done so in such fine shape.
The greatest asset of the club has always been its members chosen only because each can happily
walk and talk with other members. The club confers on its members no social distinction, no degree, no
publicly recognised honour. A goodly number of members have already had such honours or received
them during their membership of the Club. Two members, Owen Dixon and Mac Burnet, were even
awarded the Order of Merit. In the Club they have just been good walkers and talkers - good
companions.
At the start of a walk members greet one another gladly, wreathed in smiles and warmly shake
hands. The gesture of friendship is repeated undimmed at the end of a walk. During the walk the talk
can range widely and the recognition of the general interests of most members is shown by how often the
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questions are asked of others with appropriate knowledge. Most often an answer is readily
forthcoming.
Throughout the century of its existence the major characteristic and benefit of the Club has been the
good fellowship between its members. The constancy of the fellowship has been unique despite the fact
that it has been between disparate men who might not otherwise have met.
No matter what the changes in social customs or the technical advances in life styles may be, as long
as this fellowship or good companionship remains a human need, the Club will survive.
,

,

THE CLUB - A V01RE SAmE !

Wallabies Past and Present

Unfinished sketch by John S. Turner.
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YARRA VALLEY WALK No. 13,28 November 1992, WESTERFOLDS PARK
Chris Simpson, Geoff Adams, Bill Balding, Norman Tulloh, Milton Warn, Jeff Wunderlich,
Ralph Neale, David Watson, Geoff Stevens, Bob Vines, Doug Hutchison, George Doery,
Geoff Stocks, Alex Dempster, John Bignell, Ralph Segnit.

.....
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YARRA VALLEY WALK No. 19, 17 July 1993, GARDINERS CREEK
At Rear: Alex Dempster, George Scott (visitor), Os. Grayson, Norman Tulloh, Jeff Wunderlich,
Keith Woodruff, Peter Campbell, Bob Dempster, Doug Hutchison, Geoff Serpell,
Harold Attwood, Jim Minifie, David Watson, Murray Littlejohn, Jim Morrison, Hari Sinha.
In Front: Max Atkin, Hamish Russell, Chris Simpson, Ralph Segnit, Gordon Rushman,
Lawrie Williams, Ian Johnson.

List a/Members (1894-1993) and Index
(To August 1993)
Name

Date of
Joining

Date of Yrs.
Leaving

Adams B
AdamsG MT

1985 1991
1989

Adamson LA

1903 1932* 29

AdeyDrCV
AgnewJF
AirdJ A

1943 1950*
1922 1925
1951 1959*

Aitchison Dr G D

1965

Allan E F
AllenG T
Amery W Bankes

1903 1906 3
1909 1917 8
1927 1951* 24

Amess Dr J
Apperley Prof F L

1895 1896
1925 1933

Armstrong E LaTouche

1900 1946* 46

ArthurJ A
Ashton DrD H

1912 1914*
1990

Atkin M

1978

Atkinson E J L
Attwood Prof H D

1906 1910 4
28
1965

Austin Dr W E
AveryD
Bailey Prof K H

1962 1969 7
1923 1936 13
1928 1933 5

Bainbridge A E

1961

Bainbridge F C
Baker J A

1977 1979
2
1951 1975* 24

Balding W M

1980

13

Ball Sir Leonard H

1951

1966* 15

Barrachi P P G E

1899 1926* 27

Batchelor E L
Baud W C
Bavin Sir T R
Bell N G
Benjamin L S
Benjamin M
Bennett Dr Gershon

1910
1945
1907
1922
1907
1895
1927

Bennie Dr P

1894 1903

Bennie J

1912 1923* 11

6
4

7
3
8
28

1
8

2
3
15

1979 18

1911* 1
1946* 1
1908 1
1927 5
1914 7
1896 1
1955* 28

9

• Died whilst a Club Member

Notes and Index

Science Museum of Victoria
State Manager and Staff Manager with ICI, Management
Consultant -128.
Headmaster Wesley College for 30 years after T. Palmer, taught
R G Menzies and Harold Holt.- 65
Medical Practitioner, orc Royal Park Mental Institution-72
Commissioner State Rivers & Water Supply Commission, Lieut in
World War II-70, 73
Pres 1981, Sec 1980, 1982-84, Chief CSIRO Division of Applied
Geomechanics- 95,102,105.
CMG, ISO, First Secretary of Commonwealth Treasury
CBE, UK Member of Board of British Phosphate
Commission-{)3, 72.
Medical Practitioner - 18.
Pathologist, Senior Lecturer in Pathology, University of
Melbourne, became Professor of Pathology at Medical College of
Virginia, Rhodes Scholar- 63.
Pres 1918, Sec 1907, Librarian Victorian Public Library - 6, 12, 13,
14,21,22,23,24,27,29,38,39,40,43,44, 71, 72, 103.
Lawyer and Politiciqn
Plant Ecologist, University of Melbourne, became Professor J S
Turner's first PhD student
Pres 1987, Mechanical Engineer, Group Leader Mechanical
Engineering Division Aeronautical Research Laboratories- 99,
107,129.
Pres 1978, Professor of Pathology and Curator of Medical History
Unit, University of Melbourne, Club Historian- 98,105,129.
Chemistry Lecturer, Melbourne Technical College -{)2.
Professor of Public Law, University of Melbourne, later
Commonwealth Solicitor General, Rhodes Scholar
Pres 1971, Treas 1963..{i9, 1972-76, Chartered Accountant, Partner
(with K T Towl) in Young & Outhwaite, brother of F C Bainbridge
-118,119,120,121,122.
Teacher and Writer, brother of A E Bainbridge
Editor of Card 1961..{i3, Agricultural Scientist, Editor Stock & Land
-70,73.
Pres 1988, Walks Secretary 1981-84, Research Staff Officer, 'Head
Office, and later Technical Secretary CSIRO Division of Mineral
Chemistry-100, 107, 128.
Kt, Consultant Surgeon Alfred Hospital, Lt Colonel in World II
-73,75.
Pres 1904, Engineer, Government Astronomer - 21, 23, 26, 29, 30,
42,44,74.
Minister for External Affairs, died on a Club Walk - 28, 32, 33.
Asst Librarian Public Library of Victoria
Lawyer and Politician, Private Secretary to Barton and Deakin
Chief Engineer and later Chairman of Commonwealth Railways
-17,19.
OBE, ED, Dentist, Colonel with Army Dental Corps in World War
II, Federal Secretary Aust. Dental Association, son-in-law of Sir
John Monash - 52,61,63,68.
Original Club Member, Headmaster, Paediatrician, his bust was
in the original Children's Hospital- 6,9,10,12,15,18,22,23.
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Berry C

1987

6

Best Sir R W
Bignell Dr J L

1894 1895 1
1957
36

Bird Dr F D

1894 1902

Blanch G E
Boehme T C

1903 1916 13
1944 1976* 32

Bolton Prof H C

1984 1988

4

Book Justice C H

1929 1938

9

Booker J
Boydell C B
Bradford A J
Brearley J A
Brennan W A

1905
1903
1895
1906
1915

1912 7
1910 7
18% 1
1938 32
1957* 42

Brett Dr J T
Bride Dr T F
Brodie M M
Brown Sir Harry P

1894
1896
1894
1929

1921 27
1897 1
1894 0
1941 12

Brown Val
Brownbill E H

1978 1987* 9
1952 1978 26

Browne Prof G S

1924 1943 19

Buesst T N M
Bull Dr L B

1952 1983* 31
1935 1978* 43

Bunbury A I
Burke Sir Joseph T A

1983 1991* 8
1947 1953 6

Burnet Sir F Macfarlane

1934 1985* 51

Burstall Prof A F

1942 1946

Burt W 0
Butler J B
Calder W R
Callan T M
Callaway Frank H

1936
1895
1909
1900
1974

Cameron Dr S S

1896 1897

1

Campbell Dr P E

1989

4

Carey E W
Castles G H

1896 1897 1
1904 1927* 23

8

4

1964 28
1896 1
1922 13
1902 2
19

Senior Member Workcare Appeals Board, formerly Chief Legal
Officer Metropolitan Transit Authority, son-in-law of A K
Dempster
Kt, Lawyer & Partner of T Fink, Naturalist -15.
Pres 1983, Ophthalmologist, PRCS, Senior Hon Ophthalmologist
Royal Melbourne Hospital, President Australian Mobile Eye
Clinic (India and Thailand), Colleague of Dr L Mitchell,
Commercial Pilot Licence, Surgeon Lieut in RANVR in World
War II-later Consultant Ophthalmologist for RAN -84, 99,128.
Surgeon, Lt Colonel with Royal Army Medical Corps in World
War I, Lecturer in Surgery at University of Melbourne, Surgeon to
Melbourne Hospital - 23.
Headmaster Melbourne Grammar School
Pres 1958, Honorary Auditor for many years, Chartered
Accountant~ partner in firm of Alexander and Boehme,
President Institute of Chartered Accountants, served in AIF in
World War 1- 61, 68,70,72,75,121,122,126.
Professor of Theoretical Physics, Monash University, Club
Historian -103.
Judge of County Court, Pres Baptist Union of Vic, Grand Master
of Freemasons, Eltham Elderly Persons Home named after him
-64.
Parliamentary Official becoming Clerk of Senate - 28, 30.
-18,19.
Life Member, Pres 1932, OBE, Editor of Card 1927-46, Poet and
Author, Chief Leader Writer The Argus - 37, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67,
%.
-12,14,15,17,19, 22,23.
-18,19.
Woolbroker - 18.
Kt, CMG, MBE, Director of Posts and Telegraphs, Later was
Chairman and Managing Director British General Electric Co
P IL Sydney - 63.
Science Teacher Wesley College - 126.
Pres 1960, Engineer, Chairman Victorian Railways
Commisioners- introduced blue carriages to suburban railways
(known as Brownbill Trains), Lieut Colonel in World War II- 73,
75,84,97.
Professor of Education, University of Melbourne, Awarded MC in
World War 1-63.
Pres 1959, Barrister, Chairman Buesst, Bills & Bills - 73, 89.
Life Member, Pres 1947, CBE, FAA, Chief CSIRO Division of
Animal Health and Production - 61,66,69,70,84.
Engineer and Management Consultant
Kt, CBE (OBE 1946), FAHA, The Herald Professor of Fine Arts
University of Melbourne, Private Secretary to Rt Hon C R Attlee,
Died 1992 - 69.
Life Member, Pres 1945, OM,AK,FRS,MD, FAA, Nobel Laureate,
Director of Walter and Eliza Hall Institute and Professor of
Experimental Medicine University of Melbourne, Author, fatherin-law of PM Dexter - 61,65,69,95,97,126.
Professor of Engineering, University of Melbourne, Member State
Electricity Commission
Pres 1943, Solicitor and Company Director - 6, 66, 70, 71.
-18.
-23.
QC,RFD, Lieut Colonel in Australian Army Reserve, Member
Royal United Services Institute for Defence Studies (UK)
Veterinarian, Chief Veterinary Inspector Department of
Agriculture, and then Director of Agriculture Victoria -19.
Consultant Pathologist Royal Children's Hospital and Victorian
Institute of Forensic Pathology-129.
Treas 1896-97 -19.
-21, 30,42,44.
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Catherall J
Cattanach W

1t)93
0
1913 1932* 19

Cavanagh B
Champion H H

1931 1934
1895 1902

3

Chapman Brig W D

1949 1956*

7

Chenoweth Dr E W

1956 1979* 23

Chinnery E W P
Christie A
Churchill Dr D M

1956 1973* 17
1904 1906 2
9
1984

Clapin FL
Clarke J D
Clements F W

1905 1940" 35
1974 1976* 2
1903 1939* 36

Clendinnen Dr F J

1903 1913* 10

ClewlowFD
Clunies-Ross Sir Ian

1933 1938 5
1949 1959* 10

"

Clyne Justice Sir Thomas S 1942 1967 25
1899 1900 1
Coldham W J
1901 1907 6
Cooke J
1965 1988* 23
Coombes Dr L P

Coppel Justice E G

1957 1979* 22

CornwallF
CorrJ R
CowperCR
CraigJT
Crawford Prof R M

1895
1904
1902
1899
1937

Creal Commander A E
Croll RH

1956 1958 2
1935 1947* 12

Crowther Dr G H

1907 1918* 11

Dale FA
Davies AJ
Davies L F
Davison H E
DawsonAH

1974
1902
1932
1925
1894

1975 1
1904 2
1944 12
1934 9
1895 1

DawsonS
Day Dr A J
DayHM
Day Prof Ross H
Deakin Alfred
Dempster A K

1902
1957
1938
1984
1899
1979

1904
1979*
1953
1987
1900

Dempster R

1979

Derham Dr A P

1938 1952 14

18% 1
1905 1
1904 2
1900 1
1961 24

2
22
15
3
1
14

14

Quantity Surveyor, Jennings Industries
CMG, Chairman State Rivers & Water Supply Commission,
major contribution to development of Victoria's water
resources, expansion of irrigation, closer settlement &
development of fruit industry - 65.
Sec 1896-97, Socialist propagandist and Journalist - 8, 18, 19, 20,
22, 23, 24, 26, 103.
Engineer, Commissioner SEC, Director of Civil Engineering Dept
of Transport, served in World Wars I & II, Consul for Greece in
Melbourne - 72.
Pres 1968, Physician and Dermatologist, Captain in RAAMC in
World War II - 97.
Surveyor in New Guinea ~ 93.
Director and Government Botanist, Royal Melbourne Botanic
Gardens - 124.
Life Member, Walks Scty 1917-24 - 7, 21, 28, 32, 44, 71, 83, 108.
Pharmaceutical Chemist
Electrical Engineer, Chairman SEC 1931-37, member CSIR - 6,
14,44,52,67,71,76.
Pres 1912, Radiologist and pioneer in use of X-rays in Medicine6,7,14,33,34,62,74,118.
Pres 1954, Kt, CMG, FAA, Veterinarian, Chairman CSIRO -70,
72, 83, 95, 96, 97.
Kt, Judge of Vic County Court and of Supreme Court of ACT
-23.
Meat Exporter
Pres 1974, CBE,DFC,FTS, Aeronautical Engineer, Foundation
Chief CSIR Division of Aeronautics (Later Aeronautical Research
Laboratories), fighter pilot in World War 1, pilot with Sir Charles
Kingsford Smith
Pres 1965, CMG, QC, Acting-Justice Victorian and Tasmanian
Supreme Courts - 86, 95.
-18,19.

-23.
OBE, FAHA, Professor of History University of Melbourne,
Chairman Australian Humanities Research Council, Author 67.
Pres 1942, Author, Deputy Chief Publicity Censor for Australia,
Journalist, Naturalist and Bushwalker - 66, 67, 71, 72.
Educationist, founded Brighton Grammar and owned it for 37
years- 21.
Research Officer CSIRO Division of Forest Products

Original Club member, Lawyer, proposed name of Club - 6, 9, 10,
11,12, IS, 17.
Pres 1963, Dermatologist- 97, 106.
-67.
Professor of Psychology, Monash University
Prime Minister, father-in-law of Sir David Rivett -23, 25, 26.
Pres 1989, Treas 1982-87, Electroplating Proprietor (29 years),
Repetition and General Engineer, brother of R Dempster, fatherin-law of C Berry, brother-in-law of Dr R Southby -124,126,128,
129.
Electroplating Proprietor, Lieut in AIF in World War II, brother
of A K Dempster-129.
CBE, MC, ED, Medical Practitioner, Hon Physician Children's
Hospital, served in World War I and as Colonel with 8th Division
in World War II, POW in Changi- 67,68.
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Derham F T

1902 1905

3

Dexter P M

1986

7

Dickson Dr I E

1993

0

Dillon E E
DixHC
DixHS
Dixon Chi Justice Sir Owen

1903
1901
1912
1927

1926* 23
1915 14
1915 3
1973* 46

Dobson H
DoeryDr G E

1905 1908
1991

Donald Jas

1947 1974 27

Donoghue J E

1903 1905

DowDM
DowlingAR
DownerGH
Downes Major Gen R M

1901
1899
1920
1926

Doyle B
Dubois R
Duffy C Gavan

1906 1909 3
1901 1903 2
1900 1916 16

Duffy J D Gavan
Duffy Sir F Gavan
Dyason E C E

1900 1904 4
1899 1906 7
1915 1939 24

Ellis Frank
Elliston Col E C
EvansAJ
Ewart Prof A J

1927
1894
1909
1915

Ewing Sir Thomas T

1907 1909

Falk D J
Feint W C
Fink Theodore

1903 1913 10
1962 1988* 26
1894 1942* 48

Fitts Sir Clive H

1959 1979 20

Floyd Dr AE
Focken Dr C M

1930 1933 3
1955 1978 23

Fookes W J
Fordyce J
Forrest H
Foster J F
Fricker E T
Friend B H
Fullagar Justice
Sir Wilfred K

1911
1922
1902
1937
1903
1902

Gale W A

1902 1927* 25

3
2

2

1903 2
1900 1
1924 4
1939 13

1944 17
1920 26
1926 17
1916 1

2

1925* 14
1942* 20
1904 2
1947 10
1907 4
1909
7

1933 1962" 29

Businessman and Politician, Managing Director Swallow & Ariell
Ltd, Postmaster General, President Victorian Chamber of
Manufacturers and of Victorian Employers' Federation.- 14.
Agricultural Scientist, Marketing Manager with ICI, Personnel
Manager Fibremakers Ltd, Lieut in RANVR in World War II,
son-in-law Sir Macfarlane Burnet. - 103, 124.
Associate Professor and Head of the Technology Management
Centre, Deakin University
-44,63.
Treas 1902-13 -13,14, 34,114,115.
Pres 1936, Kt, OM, Chief Justice High Court, Australian Minister
to Washington - 63,66, 70,71,95, 104, 126.
Lawyer, Premier of Tasmania, Senator
Medical Practitioner, Board Member of Boreham Hospital and of
Hedley Sutton Home for the Aged -128.
Engineer, Executive Member Pipeline Authority, Managing
Director Marfleet and Weight Ltd - 72.
Electrical Engineer, installed Melbourne tramway cables, later
Managing Director Electric Light & Power Corporation Sydney
Journalist and Public Servant
-23.
CMG, VD, Hon Surgeon Children's, Eye and Ear and Prince
Henry's Hospitals, Served in World War 1-63.

Lawyer, Clerk of House of Representatives, Clerk of Senate 26,27.
Lawyer, Victorian Postmaster-General- 23, 24, 26, 27.
Chief Justice of the High Court - 8,22,23,24,26,27,30.
Company Director, Economist, Mining Engineer and
Stockbroker, brother-in-law of Sir Ernest Scott, his bequest
founded the Dyason Lectures - 21,42, 67.
Principal Melbourne Technical College - 34, 63.
Retired Indian Army Officer - 6,11,14,16,17,18,19,31,43,44.
FRS, Foundation Professor of Botany, University of Melbourne,
Government Botanist, Author of "Flora of Victoria", Dean of
Science, Veterinary Science and Agriculture at various times.
Fashioned the Wallaby Stick - 37,94, 125.
Kt, Politician, Minister for Defence in first Federal Parliament 38.
Sec 1974-77, Manager Royal Children's Hospital
Barrister and Solicitor- Partner of Sir R W Best, MLA 1894-1904
Chairman of Melbourne Herald for over 25 years, prominent-in
literary and artistic life of Melbourne -15,19,21,27,28,29,39,52,
7l.
Pres 1975, Kt, Cardiologist, Consulting Physician Royal
Melbourne and Royal Women's Hospitals, Chairman Felton
Bequest Committee, son-in-law of Prof W A Osborne - 97.
Organist and Choirmaster at St Paul's Cathedral for 32 years - 65
Pres 1961, Director Institute of Applied Science Victoria,
Principal of Malta College of Arts, Science & Technology, Rhodes
Scholar, Died 1979 - 97.
-21,42.
-7l.
Artist
Barrister, Registrar of University of Melbourne - 67.
Editor of the Australasian, Architect - 28,
Hansard Reporter - 28.
Kt, High Court Judge, formerly Judge of Vic Supreme Court - 61,
65.
Pres 1910, Editor of Card, CMG -7, 25, 27,28,30,32,34,37,41,43,
44,48,63,74.
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Garran Dr R R

1961

1991* 30

Garran Sir Robert R

1905 1930 25

Garrod Dr R I

1950

GibbsG A

1895 1914 19

Gibson W A

1906 1936* 30

Gilbert D J
Gill Edmund D

1918 1923 5
1959 1986* 27

Gill H L
Gillot Sir Samuel

1932 1935*
1899 1906

Gilruth Dr J A

1927 1937* 10

Gordon A

1961

Graham P
Grayson 0

1985 1987* 2
1958
35

Gregory Dr T S

1946 1972* 26

Gregory Prof J W

1900 1904

Gregory R H
GronowWR

1927 1932* 5
1961
32

Groom SirLE
Guli ProfE P
Hagens G T
Hall B
Hall DrA M

1907 1927 20
1971
22
1900 1913 13
1899 1900 1
7
1986

Hamilton C
Hansen M P

1903 1905 2
1902 1932* 30

Hardy Commodore C T

1921

Harper H R

1903 1956* 53

43

3
7

32

1923

4

2

Pres 1969, Chemist, Factory Manager and Staff Manager with ICt
gave exceptional service to Royal Society of Victoria, son of Sir
Robert Garran - 95, 126.
Pres 1909, Kt, Head Attorney General's Department for 31 years,
Parliamentary Draftsman, Father of ANU and its first graduate
(LLB Hon), drafted Club Constitution, father of Dr R R Garran 6,7,14,28,30,32,37, 4t 43, 63, 71, 74, 83, 95, 96,105.
Director Antarctic Division (1972-80), Head Science Division
Commonwealth Department of Education & Science (1968-72),
Defence Research & Development Attache Australian Embassy
Washington (1966-68), Principal Research Scientist Aeronautical
Research Laboratories (1954-66), brother-in-law of Dr T A Pressley
-70,73,99.
Treas 1896, Secretary Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works
-7,16,17,18,19,20,28,31,33,44,64.
Asst General Manager Colonial Bank of A/as,ia, General
Manager Goldsborough Mort & Co - 66.
Journalist, Comptroller of Repatriation
Pres 1967, ISM, Palaentologist, Baptist Minister, Deputy Director
National Museum of Victoria, Research Fellow CSIRO Division of
Applied Geomechanics, President Royal Society of Victoria - 93,
95,97, 105,111,126.
Kt, Lawyer and Politician, Chief Secretary and Minister of Labour,
Lord Mayor of Melbourne, President of Working Men's College
-8,23,24.
Veterinarian, Professor of Veterinary Pathology, University of
Melbourne (1908), Administrator of Northern Territory (1912-20),
Chief CSIR Division of Animal Health (1933) - 63,66,67.
Life Member, Pres 1976, Treas 1978-81, Club Auditor, General
Manager and Technical Director of Celcure Australia, Technical
Superintendent with NZ Forest Products, Forester with Forests
Commission of Victoria and with CSIRO Division of Forest
Products - 122,124. 125,126.
Artist and Lithographer
Life Member, Pres 1977, Grazier, Foundation Member of
Australian Geographical Society, son-in-law of Sir Ernest Wreford
68, 89,90, 91,97,98, lOS, 107, 110, 111, 129.
Pres 1956, Veterinarian, Chief CSIRO Division of Animal Health,
President of Aust Veterinary Association, Major in World War II
including service at Tobruk - 61,69,72.
Pres 1903, Geologist, Geographer and Explorer, Foundation
Professor of Geology, University of Melbourne (1899), FRS - 28,
29,40, 4t 44, 46, 74.
Barrister - 63, 65.
Pres 1980, Council Member of Royal Flying Doctor Service (Vic
Division)- handled all matters concerning wireless development
and application, Managing Director of Zephyr Products Pty Ltd
manufacturing electrical and electronic equipment for DCA,
Components Manufacturer, Federal President Wireless Institute
of Australia, Wing Commander in RAAF in World War II in
charge of technical development and production of signals and
radar equipment - 105.
Kt, Barrister and Politician -14, 28, 63.
Assoc Professor of Pathology, Monash University
-23.
FFARACS, Anaesthetist, now involved in a Pain Clinic in North
Melbourne working on pain relief
Pres 193t Sec 1908, Director of Education Victoria -12,25,27,37,
39,44,52,62,63,65,83.
Second Naval Member of Naval Board, commanded RN vessels
in World War I
Pres 1923, Treas 1913-55, First Chairman of SEC, Engineer,
fabricator of High Quality Wallaby Tools, known as HRH by
Wallabies, father-in-law of W Kirkhope - 6,21,34,42,44,52,62,
67,69,70,83,86,87,113,114, lIS, 116,117,118,122.
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Harper R Colin
Hart A D

1895

1963 1970*

Hart Dr Alfred

1902 1950* 48

Hartung E
Hearder D
Henderson C
Henry Dr L

1896
1918
1899
1894

Hetzel Prof B S

1974 1976

Higgins Justice H B

1899 1929* 30

Himmer, Herr
Hoad Gen Sir J H

1896 1897 1
1900 1911* 11

Horne Prof R W

1992

Hone Sir Brian W

1959 1973

Horn Dr D
Hornabrook Dr R W

1974 198? 13
1910 1951* 41

Horwill Sir Lionel C
Hughes W M
Hutchison D S

1952 1972 20
1910 1922 12
1980
13

Hutchison H Stuart

1954 1968* 14

Hyndman R G
levers R L
Jacobs Joseph
Jenner L
Jobbins G G
Johnson Ian R

1899
1903
1895
1930
1928
1992

Johnston Capt Edgar C

1958 1988* 30

Jona Dr J Leon

1923 1964* 41

Jones A W
Jose A
Joseph J H
Joshua E
Joynt Lt Col W D

1900
1904
1904
1902
1976

1906

7
11

1902 6
1923 5
1901
2
1924* 30

2

1
14

1902* 3
1910* 7
1896 1
1942 12
1955* 27
1

1901
1906
1913
1903
1978

1
2
9
1
2

Chairman British Australasian Tobacco Co from its inception 18,19,23.
Life Member, Pres 1930, Author of History of the Wallaby Club1944, Editor of Card, Scientist, Educator, Shakespearean Scholar,
Head Dept of Mathematics and Physics Melbourne Technical
School, D. Litt. (Melb) - 52, 58, 60,61,62,64,65,67,71,72,73,83,
86,87,88,95,99,105, 108, 109, 110, 112, 116, 118.
-8,18,19,23.
-23.
Pres 1894-96,1908, Sec 1899-1906, JP, Original Club Member and
Founder of Club, Physician, Founder of Victorian Branch of
British Medical Association, Composer - 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 15,
17,18,19,20,22, 23,24,25,26,28,29,30,31,32,37,40,43,44,48,54,
74,86,93,103,108,126.
AC, Professor of Social & Preventive Medicine, Monash
University, Chief CSIRO Division of Human Nutrition
Pres 1902, Member of Parliament, High Court Judge, established
principle of Basic Wage -7,8,14,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,32,40,64,
74.
-18.
Pres 1905, Kt, Inspector-General of Commonwealth Military
Forces, Commonwealth Military Attache with Japanese Army in
Russo-Japanese War, Order of Rising Sun (Japanese) - 29, 33, 74.
Professor of History and Philosophy of Science, University of
Melbourne
Kt, OBE, Headmaster Melbourne Grammar School (1950-70),
Headmaster Cranbrook School (1940-50), Deputy Chancellor
Monash University, Rhodes Scholar - 97.
Research Scientist CSIRO Division of Organic Chemistry
Pres 1924, Walks Scty 1925-32, Hon Anaesthetist Eye & Ear,
Women's & Dental Hospitals, served South African War and as
Naval Surgeon in World War I, Asian Specialist - 21,32,37,39
,44 ,45, 52, 58, 62,63,65,72,83,88,108.
Kt, Barrister, High Court Judge in Madras - 70, 73,75,89,97.
Prime Minister - 28, 32, 33.
Pres 1991, Walks Scty 1987-89, Chief Electrical Engineer with John
Holland, son of H S Hutchison, nephew of K T Towl- 95, 109, 110,
128,129.
Solicitor, father of D S Hutchison, brother-in-law of K T Towl73,86,93,95.
Treas 1901, Architect - 8 24, 43.
Author, Historian and Journalist-17, 18, 19, 20.
CBE, President Austin Hospital, President YMCA - 65, 71.
Pres 1937, Engineer, Chairman SEC -58, 63, 66, 67, 70, 76.
Architect, Lecturer in Architecture and Interior Design at RMIT,
Craftsman in wood -129.
Life Member, Pres 1970, sec 1978-79, Walks Scty 1971-77, DFC,
First Superintendent of Aerodromes and later Assistant Director
General of Department of Civil Aviation, International Advisor to
Qantas, served in AIF (Gallipoli and France) and in Royal Flying
Corps as fighter pilot in World War I - 93, 95,97,105, 107,108.
Lecturer in Physiology University of Melbourne, Consulting
Surgeon Womens Hospital, formerly Surgeon in British
Merchant Navy, President Zionist Federation of Australia and
New Zealand -58, 61,62,70.
Author and Historian

Victoria Cross in World War I, served also in World War II,
Chairman and/or Governing Director of W D Joynt & Co Pty Ltd,
Dominion Press, Colarts Studios and Chartwell Press, Foundation
Member of Legacy Club, Author
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8

Kirkhope W
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6

Kirwan Sir John W
Knibbs Sir G H

1902 1904 2
1910 1926 16

Krome Otto G H D

1894 1915

Latham Dr L S

1911

Laver Prof W A
Law Brunei
LawR

1901 1903 2
1935 1938 3
1900 1931* 31

LawsonJ A
Leckie J W
LeCouteur P R

1915 1929 14
1923 1927 4
1919 1928 9

Legge GenJ G

1908 1923 15

Leitch W A
Leon Samuel

1927 1951 24
1902 1933* 31

LeSouef D
Lewis W HH
Littlejohn Dr M J
Lockyer Sir Nicholas C

1899 1902 3
1903 1906 3
1981
12
1910 1933* 23

Louitt J M

1990

3

Lovering Prof J F

1971

22

Luffman C B

1899 1910 11

Lyle Sir Thomas R

1900 1903

3

MacCallum Sir Peter

1927 1930

3

MacDonald Donald

1903 1904

1

Mackey Sir John E

1895 18%

1

MacKinnon Donald

1900 1903

3

MacPherson J
Maling D H

1896 1903
7
1902 1931* 29

21

1950* 39

Mechanical and Chemical Engineer, and AASA. Involved in
design, construction and commissioning of chemical process
plants - 124.
-18,19.
Lawyer and Politician
Medical Practitioner
Pres 1901, First Professor of Engineering University of Melbourne,
President of the Working Men's College, great uncle of J Minifie,
designed the Morell Bridge over the Yarra - 8,14,23,24,25,26,27,
28,29,34,44,46,74.
CMG, Professor of Pathology, University of Melbourne, served as
Lt Col in World War II
OBE, Chartered Accountant, served as Colonel in World War
11- Chief Paymaster of AIF, son-in-law of H R Harper
Kt, Journalist and Politician - 28.
Kt, First Commonwealth Statistician, Director of Commonwealth
Institute of Science and Industry (1921-26) - 28,64.
Original Club Member, Principal University High School and
Methodist Ladies College - 6, 9,10,11, 15, 17, 18, 31.
Pres 1926, Hon Physician St Vincents Hospital, Vice Pres Royal
Australasian College of Physicians, Classical scholar, served as
Major in World War I - 6, 52, 61, 63, 72,95.
Violinist and Professor of Music, University of Melbourne
Son of R Law - 39.
Pres 1922, Chief Assayer at Royal Mint, served as Colonel in
World War I, father of BruneI Law - 6, 23, 37, 39, 52,62,65.
Senator and MHR, father-in-law of Sir Robert Menzies - 63.
Educationist, Rhodes Scholar, Headmaster MLC, nephew of D H
Maling-64.
CB,CMG, Barrister, commanded 1st Division AlP at Gallipoli and
served in France, Chief of General Staff of CMF, Commandant at
Duntroon, the ANZAC Stick came from his dugout at Gallipoli 37,62, 94, 95, 125.
General Manager Union Bank - 63,121.
Lawyer, KC, Crown Prosecutor 1901-26, Acting Judge of County
Court -17,52,65.
Zoo Director - 23,24,40.
Motor Manufacturer (Tarrant) and Dealer
Zoologist University of Melbourne, Frog Specialist - 93,124,129.
Kt, CBE,ISO, Chief Commissioner of Taxation & Collector of
Customs, Comptroller General of Customs, First Comptroller of
Repatriation (1917) -7, 21, 32, 65,71.
Hydro Electric Engineer, Managing Director Boving & Co (ANZ)
PtyLtd
FAA, Vice Chancellor and Professor of Geology Flinders
University, Professor of Geology University of Melbourne,
Principal Investigator Lunar Sample Analysis for NASA
Horticulturalist and Author, Principal Burnley School of
Horticulture - 8, 23, 24, 31, 43.
Kt, FRS, Professor of Natural Philosophy, University of
Melbourne, took Australia's first X-Ray photographs, built
Physics School, first Chairman of the State Electricity Commission
Kt, Professor of Pathology, University of Melbourne, The Peter
MacCallum Cancer Institute was named after him - 63.
Author, Journalist with The Argus, represented The Argus and
other Australian journalists at the Boer War.
Kt, Barrister and Politician holding several Ministries, Acting
Professor of Logic and Philosophy, University of Melbourne -17,
18,19,20.
Radical Liberal Politician holding several State Ministries,
Commonwealth Director-General of Recruiting in World War I,
Director of Equity Trustees Co Ltd - 23.
-19,23.
Life Member, Pres 1906, Political Journalist (The Argus), uncle of
P R LeCouteur -7, 21,27,29,31,64,65,74.
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Minifie J

1914 1943 29
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Minifie J E

1926 1968* 42

Mitchell Dr Leonard

1945 1974* 29

Mitchell Prof G F

1991

2

Mollison Dr C H

1899 1900

1

MOlloy Dr C H
Moloney Dr P
Monash Sir John

1894 1895 1
1895 1896 1
1913 1931* 18

Moore Dr Harold

1951

Moore Sir W Harrison

1894 1921 27
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1904
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1937*

5
9
5
1
2
14
34

1977* 26

Kt, Acting Professor of Physiology, University of Melbourne,
Director of Lister Institute, London, Professor Experimental
Pathology, London, Chief CSIR Division of Animal Nutrition,
Professor of Biochemistry & Physiology Adelaide - 23.
Painter, Etcher and Art Teacher, painted the inside of the dome
of the Exhibition Building, Trustee of National Gallery
Melbourne - 8,23,24,37.
KBE, CMG, FIS, Civil Engineer, Vice Chancellor Monash
University (1959-76), Chairman Australian Science and
Technology Council, member Royal Commission into failure of
Kings Bridge - 106.
Pres 1939, Consulting Physician Royal Melbourne Hospital,
Specialist Physician, Repatriation Hospital Heidelberg - 63, 68,
70,
Barrister and Politician

Victorian Railway Commisioner
Landscape Portrait Painter, Art Teacher at National Gallery
Melbourne - 23.
-8,22,23.
Kt, Businessman & Politician, founded the shipping firm
McIlwraith, McEacharn & Co, Lord Mayor of Melbourne - 23, 24.

Kt, Sydney Merchant, Federal MP - 29.
Kt, Vice Chancellor, University of Melbourne - 67.
Pres 1917, Obstetrician and Gynaecologist, founded the Victorian
Nurses' Association, Foundation Fellow of Royal A/asian College
of Surgeons, President BMA (Vic), cousin of Sir Monash and sonin-law of Prof E J Nanson - 21, 38, 67.
CMG, Comptroller General of Trade and Customs - 71.

Flour Miller and Primary Producer, son of J E Minifie, nephew of
Dr C Sutherland and J L Woodburn, great nephew of Prof W C
Kernot, grandson of C E Oliver, donated to the Club the Walking
Stick which was presented to his father on his retirement as
Walks Secretary - 93,93,108,129.
Life Member, Pres 1949, Walks Scty 1932-65, Flour Miller, father
of J Minifie, brother-in-law of Dr C Sutherland, son-in-law of C E
Oliver, World War 1 Pilot in No 1 Squadron Royal Naval Air
Service - 40,41,45,58,61,63,64,65,68,70,72,73,74,75,76,83,87,
88,89,93,93,95,97, 105, 118, 120, 126.
Pres 1953, Ophthalmologist, father-in-law Dr R Mc Simpson, .
grandfather of C Simpson, colleague of Dr J L Bignell- 60, 62, 69,
70,72, 75,95, %, 117.
AO, Veterinarian, Director of Research and Development at
Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, formerly Director Royal
Melbourne Zoological Gardens, Immunologist and Parasitologist
at Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
Medical & Forensic Pathologist, Coroner's Surgeon for over 50
years-23.
-18.
-17.
Pres 1920, Kt, CB, Engineer, General in World War I, Chairman
SEC father-in-law of Dr Gershon Bennett, cousin of Dr F H
Meyer, co- founder University of Melbourne Union, Vice
Chancellor and Acting Chancellor, University of Melbourne - 7,
21,34,35,36,37,39,42,44,52,64,65,67,83,95, 115.
Pres 1957, Sec 1957-71, Urologist - 9,10,11,15,18,19,31,44,70,73,
74,84, 89,103,105,118,119,120,122,126.
Pres 1907, Original Club Member, Kt, CMG, Constitutional
Lawyer, Professor and Dean of Law, University of Melbourne
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Paton Sir George W
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Patterson T
Payne ProfH
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9
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Pennefather R W
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2
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Peterson Prof F S
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8
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Phillips A
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Pirani SG
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1940* 27
1930 19
1908 6
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Polmear Prof Ian J

1991

2

5
3
8
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Police Magistrate, Public Service Commissioner - 8, 23,24, 26.
Pres 1985, Sec 1972-73, AO, FAA, Chief Research Officer CSIRO
Division of Chemical Physics, Professor of Chemistry Latrobe
University, Professor of Chemistry University of Utah - 99, 129.
Engineer, City Surveyor of Sydney and then Melbourne, specialist
in street paving - 42.
Professor of Ecology & Environmental Science and Dean of
Science Monash University
General Manager of Tramways Board - 64,66,67.
Pres 1897, Professor of Mathematics, University of Melbourne,
wrote many mathematical papers on electoral reform, father-inlaw of Dr F H Meyer -18,19.
Author, Editor Landscape Australia, formerly Managing Director
of Niblick Cherub (Footwear) -128.
Reader in Botany, University of Melbourne
Original Club Member, Acting Judge of County Court, Founded
and was Headmaster of Carlton College (later Essendon
Grammar School) - 9,10,11,15,16.
Original Club Member, Physician, Editor Australian Medical
Journal, Drama Critic - 9, 10, 15.
Medical Practitioner, Secretary Vic Public Health Dept, later
Commonwealth Director of Quarantine
-23.
ISO, OBE, Chairman Country Roads Board, Director of Westgate
Bridge Authority, POW in Malaya and Japan in world War II

-15, 18, 19, 23.
Original Club Member, Sec 1894-85, Treas 1894, Dentist - 6, 9, 10,
11,12,13,15,17,20,103.
Engineer in Chief MMBW, father-in-law of J L F Woodburn
and J E Minifie, grandfather of J Minifie - 40,44,64,87, 95.
Life Member, Pres 1915, Professor of Physiology, University of
Melbourne, Linguist and Broadcaster, father-in-law Sir Clive Fitts
- 6,29,37,52,62,69,70,74,83,86,87,94,95,96.
-15.
Original Club Member, Headmaster of Wesley College - 8, 9,10,
11, 15, 18, 22, 23, 24, 26.
Plant Pathologist, School of Agriculture, University of Melbourne
Kt, Vice Chancellor, University of Melbourne, Dean of Law
Faculty, University of Melbourne - 67.
-18,40.
Professor of Engineering, University of Melbourne -42.
Consulting Physician Royal Melbourne Hospital, Vice President
Royal Australian College of Physicians, Physician to British
Phosphate Commission, Colonel in World War II-84.
Barrister and Politician, Acting Judge of Supreme Court of
Victoria, Attorney General in W A-IS, 17, 19.
Organist, Professor of Music, University of Melbourne, built
University Conservatorium of Music
-21,7l.
Editor of Card, Lawyer - 21, 64.
-14.
MBE, 0 StJ, VRD, Senior Partner Macdonald Hamilton & Co,
Naval Commander in World War II, ADC to George VI and
Queen Elizabeth II
AO, FTS, Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Foundation Chairman
Department of Materials Engineering, Professor of Materials
Science at Monash University
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Robinson E N
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1902 1927 25
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Rundell D J
Rushman J G
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Russell Dr H M J

1986

7

Salmon Dr C C
Sanders C H

1901 1902 1
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SandesJohn
Sargood H M
Savage Major
Scott Sir Ernest

1894
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2
1936 6
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1939* 39

Segnit Dr E R

1975

18

6
4
1896 2
1927* 4
1965 26

Pres 1979, Sec 1956-58, AM, Senior Principal Research Officer
CSIRO Division of Protein Chemistry, recommended standards
for safety design of children's clothing against fire, Life Governor
Royal Melbourne Hospital, brother-in-law of Dr R I Garrod - 70,
73,84, 89,91,97,98,103, lOS, 118.
Pres 1990, Walks Scty 1985-86, General Practitioner, Anaesthetist,
Advisor on Pharmaceuticals with ICI - 124.
Chemist, Research Associate and later Occupational Hygienist
with ICI

1910

1

1942 21

Seitz J A
1926 1936 10
Selheim Major Gen V C M 1908 1928* 20
Serle Percival

1937 1951* 14

Serpell DrG
Sexton R

1986
1937 1946

7
9

Dentist, brother-in-law of Dr H Russell
Sec 1896 (Paid), Treas 1895 -15,17,18,19,20,103.
OBE, Author, served in Royal Indian Navy for many years,
Comanded a Gunboat on the Irrawaddy River, based in
Mandalay - 68,89,97.
Pres 1951, Editor of Card 1947-60, Director of Agriculture Vic,
Died 1977 - 69, 70, 71, 97.
Kt, Premier of NSW, Prime Minister, High Commissioner Great
Britain - 28, 29.
Pres 1973, Walks Scty 1966-70, Commissioner Victorian Railways
-88,97,105.
--66, 67.
Pres 1944, CMG, Agricultural Scientist, first Director of School of
Agriculture, University of Melbourne. Foundation Professor of
Agriculture and first Director of Waite Institute Adelaide, Chief
Executive CSIR - 61, 67, 71, 72.
Kt, FRS, Professor of Chemistry, University of Melbourne, Chief
Executive CSIR, Rhodes Scholar, son-in-law of Alfred Deakin 65,71.
Pres 1921, Sec 1909-54, Gynaecologist, Hon Consulting Surgeon
Women's Hospital, Chairman International and Aust Cricket
Board of Control- 6,12,14,21,28,31,35,37,39,40,42,44,52,62,64,
69,70,74,82,83,86,87,88,94,95,96,103, lOS, 113, 114, 118, 121, 123,
125,126.

Former Canadian Trade Commissioner who stayed on in
Melbourne - 21 , 42, 72.
Engineer
Architect and Planning Consultant, Senior Lecturer in
Architecture RMIT - 92,129.
Sec 1993- ,Agricultural Scientist, Director Scientific and
Information Services, Victorian Dept. Agriculture, General
Manager Health Secretariat, Victorian Dept Health, Chairman,
Committee of Management, Rhododendron Gardens, Olinda,
brother-in-law of Dr P Race -129.
.
Medical Practitioner and Politician
Pres 1972, Engineer with State Rivers & Water Supply
Commission
Journalist, Poet and Novelist

Pres 1927, Kt, Professor of History, University of Melbourne,
brother-in-law of E C Dyason - 21,24, 39,42,44,62, 63, 64, 71, 95.
Pres 1986, Walks Sety 1990- ,Mineralogist, Senior Principal
Research Officer CSIRO, the mineral Segnitite named after him
- 99,128, 129.
Director of Education Victoria, Rhodes Scholar - 63.
Soldier Boer War and World War I, Administrator Norfolk
Island (1927-28) - 37.
Chief Clerk & Accountant Melbourne University, edited
Dictionary of Australian Biography - two volumes 1949, Hon
Bibliographer to Melbourne Public Library - 61, 67, 72.
Ophthalmologist, Medical Historian -129.
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Smith Dr W B
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Southby Prof R F
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Springthorpe Dr J W
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1926 1968* 42
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Stevens E

1906 1933* 27

Stevens H G
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Sutton Dr C S

1903 1950* 47

Accountant - 70, 73.
Pres 1934, Headmaster Trinity Grammar 1917-43, Lay Canon
St Paul's Cathedral (1937) - 39, 62, 65.
DSO, VD, Honorary Surgeon Eye and Ear, St Vincents and
Repatriation Hospitals, Honorary Surgeon to Governor General,
Served as Colonel in World War I, also in World War II - 68.
Dress Designer, Manufacturer and Wholesaler
Barrister, KC, Rhodes Scholar
Pres 1993, Electrical Engineer, Lecturer Swinburne University of
Technology, son of Dr R McC Simpson, grandson of
'
Dr L Mitchell- 93,128,129.
Pres 1955, OBE, Obstetrician & Gynaecologist, Australia's first
Flying Doctor, Squadron Leader in World War II - 61,68, 69, 70,
71,75,89,96.
Life Member, Pres 1966, AO, Editor of Card with Prof J S Turner
1963-91, Editor of Card 1991- ,Architect, Master Planner
Latrobe University, Site Planner ANU, Father of C Simpson,
son-in-law of Dr L Mitchell- 93, 97,105,125, 126.
Treas 1991- , AM, Deputy Chief CSIRO Division of Mineral
Chemistry -123,129.
Life Member, Pres 1911, Professor of Geology & Minerology,
University of Melbourne -13,21,30,32,33,44,58,72,74.
Medical Practitioner, Superintendent Kew Mental Institution 14.
WA Senator, New Guinea Explorer, Author - 28.
Life Member, Pres 1964, Treas 1970-71, OBE, 0 St J, Paediatrician,
Hon Consulting Physician Royal Children's Hospital, father of
Prof R F Southby, brother-in-law of A K Dempster - 97, 106, 125"
126.
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4
2
2
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1970* 32

Professor of Community Medicine Washington DC, son of Dr R
Southby
Physician, first Australian graduate to be admitted to
membership of Royal College of Physicians, first Dean of
Dentistry Melbourne, Served in World War I - 6, 7, 14, 29,33,37,
39,94,125.
Pres 1938, Acting Judge - Chairman of General Sessions, Crown
Prosecutor, brother-in-law of Dr W E Summons, Army Captain in
World War I - 63" 67, 70.
Kt, Physician, Inaugural President of Royal Australian College of
Physicians, President Royal Melbourne Hospital , President
BMA (Vic Branch), served in World War I, Stawell Oration in
his honour - 23.
Pres 1914, Partner in Henry Berry & Co -7, 21, 34, 37, 38, 39,,43,52,
62,65,82,95.
Pres 1982, Sec 1981, 1985-88, Treas 1977, Walks Scty 1978-80,
OAM, Chartered Accountant, Third World Fund Raiser for
Rotary, Chairman Order of Australia Association (Vic Branch),
Lieut in Australian Army Medical Corps (7th Div) World War II
-97,98,99,105,108,109,110,111,114,126,128.
Agricultural Scientist, Landscape Architect
Artist and Printmaker, - 128, End Paper.
Dean of Science and Technology, Deakin University.
OBE, Honorary Physician to Melbourne Hospital
Pres 1950, OBE, VD, Medical Practitioner, Deputy Chairman Vic
Public Health Commission, Hon Physician Alfred Hospital,
Colonel in World Wars I and II, brother-in-law of W StG Sproule
-61,67,68,69,70,116.
Author, Journalist and Teacher, Registrar of University of Melb
Pres 1948, Allergist, brother-in-law of J E Minifie, uncle of J Minifie
Served in India with Army in World War II - 61,65,68,69,70,72.
Life Member, keen Botanist - 72, 82.
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Pres 1984, FAA, Professor of Organic Chemistry, Pro Vice Chancellor and Dean of Science Faculty, Monash University, Convenor
of Club Centenary Committee - 73, 99, 102, 105, 106, 124.
Businessman, Politician and Philanthropist - founder, funder
and Chairman of Swinburne Technical College, selected Sir
Samuel Wadham as first Professor of Agriculture in 1925 - 28, 64.
Pres 1913, Kt, Surgeon, brother of newspaper Symes, founder of
Royal Australian College of Surgeons (First President 1927),
Served in World War I - 8,12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21, 22,23,24,27,28,31,
32,34,37,52,64,74.
Veterinarian, Chief Veterinary Officer Department of Agriculture
-71.
Educationist, Director of Education Victoria, introduced Dip Ed
at University of Melbourne, introduced State High Schools 1910
Engineer for Production, State Electricity Commission
CMG, Director of Naval Reserves, Destroyer Captain, became
Rear Admiral in 1919
CB, CMG, DSO, VD, Stockbroker and Soldier - commanded 8th
Infantry Brigade and 5th Aust Division in World War I - 39,67.
Headmaster Camberwell Grammar School - 69, 72.
Chartered Accountant, President of Institute of Chartered
Accountants - 72.
Chartered Accountant - Senior Partner (with A E Bainbridge) in
Young & Outhwaite, brother-in-law of H Stuart Hutchison, uncle
of D S Hutchison
CBE, FAA, Professor of Biochemistry University of Melbourne,
Director of Research Australian Army in World War II - 68,70,
72,75,89.
Sec 1989-93, Agricultural Scientist, Professor of Animal Production
& Dean of Agriculture and Forestry, University of Melbourne128.129.
OBE, Veterinarian, OIC CSIRO Animal Health Research Labs &
Assistant Chief Animal Health & Production Division - 66.
Life Member, Pres 1962, Editor of Card with Dr R McC Simpson
1963-91, OBE, FAA, Professor of Botany, University of Melbourne,
Member Land Conservation Council of Victoria, Foundation
Member of Australian Conservation Foundation -71,74,84, 97,
102, 120, 124, 126.
Accountant, Chairman Andrews Bros P IL, Trustee National
Gallery (Melb), founded and presented Tweddle Babies Hospital
School of Mothercraft, Footscray (1924) - 42, 63.
-23.
Pres 1941, Treas 1956-62, 1964-69, Lawyer, Master of Supreme
Court, Registrar General and Registrar of Titles - 58, 61,65,68,69,
70,71,72,73,84, 86,89,118,119,120,121,122.
Senior Principal Research Scientist CSIRO (1940-86) in several
Divisions, expert in understanding of bushfires - 97, 128.
Pres 1940, Kt, Professor of Agriculture, University of Melbourne,
Author and Broadcaster, Chairman Rural Reconstruction
Commission, Captain in UK Army in World War I - 63, 70, 71,
95,97.
Librarian - Head of Commonwealth and State Parliamentary
Libraries - 44.
Medical Practitioner, Executive Officer Royal College of General
Practitioners (Victoria)
Journalist, Editor Sydney Daily Telegraph and Brisbane Courier,
Leader Writer Melbourne Argus (1898-1903) - 8,23.
Pres 1992, Treas 1988-90, Baptist Minister, Registrar Whitley
College, Bursar St Hilda's College -109,128.
Dentist in private practice, Surgeon Commander in RANR,
Veteran and Vintage Car enthusiast - 128, 129.
CMG, Clerk of Parliaments Melbourne
Premier of Victoria, Treasurer of Australia and Acting Prime
Minister - 116.
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Weber A
Webster Dr P
Weigall Dr G C

.1895 1895 0
1899 1902 3
1917 1950 33

Weigall Dr G R
1950 1952 2
Weigall Justice Theyre A'B 1910 1926* 16
2
4
3
0

Wendlandt B
Whiting R S
Wilkinson W P
Williams Dr L R A

1894 1896
1899 1903
1900 1903
1993

Williamson F S
Wills Dr H A

1903 1904 1
1973 1987 14

Wilson Dr B R
Wilson Dr J P

1980 1984 4
1906 1932* 26

Wilson F G
1915 1930 15
Wishart Eng Rear Ad JW 1950 1968* 18
Wood ProfG L

1936 1947 11

Wood Sir Ian

1950 1951

Woodburn J L F

1930 1966* 36

Woodruff K

1988

Woodruff Prof H A

1913 1966* 53

Wreford Sir Ernest H

1920 1938* 18

Wrigley Prof L J

1910 1933* 23

Wrixon Sir Henry J

1899 1905

6

Wunderlich Dr J A

1992

1

Young Prof W J

1921

1942* 21

ZwarDrTB

1906 1947 41

1

5

-23,52.
Pres 1935, Physician, President of BMA (Vic Branch), Medical
Officer Stonnington Military Hospital, Hon Surgeon to Duke of
Gloucester (1934) - 21,61,65,66,72.
Hon Physician to Children's & Alfred Hospitals, Major in AAMC
Pres 1916, Barrister and Judge, father of Joan Lindsay - 21, 32, 37,
38,42, 43, 44.
-18.
-23.
Dentist in private practice and at School of Dental Science,
University of Melbourne - 129.
Poet and Schoolteacher
OBE, FTS, Chief Scientist Department of Defence (1968-71)
Chief Scientist Department of Supply (1967-68)
Director National Museum of Victoria
Pres 1919, Headmaster PLC, taught Henry Handel Richardson &
Dame Nellie Melba - 21, 38, 39, 52, 65.
-121.
CB, CBE, Third Naval Board Member, Engineering Manager
Naval Yard, Garden Island-70, 73, 75.
Dean of Faculty and Professor of Commerce, University of Melbourne-66.
Kt, MBE, Assistant Director Walter & Eliza Hall Institute,
Consulting Physician Royal Melbourne Hospital, Colonel in
World War II commanding Australian General Hospital in New
Guinea -69.
Pres 1952, Sec 1955, Grazier, wrote Volume II of the Club History,
son-in-law of C E Oliver, uncle of J Minifie - 58,60,61, 65,70, ~3,
86,87,89,95,105,113,117,118.
Civil Engineer, Senior Engineer with Maunsell Pty Ltd, grandson
of Prof H A Woodruff -129.
Life Member, Pres 1946, Professor of Veterinary Pathology and
later Professor of Bacteriology, University of Melbourne, made
the Rests for the ANZAC Stick and donated them in 1946, served
as Major in World War I, grandfather of K Woodruff - 42,61,62,
73,75,94,95,96,125.
Pres 1928, Kt, Chief Manager and Director of National Bank,
father-in-law of 0 Grayson -39, 62, 64, 65, 67, 68.
Pres 1929, Professor and Dean of Education, University of
Melbourne - 32,39,62,63,64,65.
Kt, Barrister (QC) and Politician, Attorney General (Vic),
President of Legislative Council, Vice Chancellor University of
Melbourne (1897-1910) - 8, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.
X-ray Crystallographer, Manager Scientific Services Division
CSIRO Division of Mineral Products, Mayor of City of Hawthorn
-128,129.
Pres 1925, Foundation Professor of Biochemistry, University of
Melbourne - 39, 52, 62, 63, 71.
Pres 1933, Surgeon, Chairman Walter & Eliza Hall Institute,
prime mover in building the new Royal Melbourne Hospital - 37,
65,72,82.
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"Look dear, more Wallabies" - Mt. CoTe 1978
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by John S. Turner

